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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ACTIVITY MONITORING 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/117,878, filed 

5 February 18, 2015, and titled "SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR ACTIVITY MONITORING," which is 

herein incorporated by reference in its entirety.  

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 

[00021 All publications and patent applications mentioned in this specification are herein 

10 incorporated by reference in their entirety to the same extent as if each individual publication or patent 

application was specifically and individually indicated to be incorporated by reference.  

FIELD 

[00031 Aspects of the inventive system provide an electronic activity monitoring system for a user to 

15 indicate the completion of one or more activities through the use of one or more user selected and 

machine readable activity tags.  

BACKGROUND 

[00041 As the pace of daily life increases, individuals are often overwhelmed by the number, variety 

20 and frequency of activities to be completed in the course of a day, week or month. Hand written notes, 

stickers or calendar entries are often used but many of those techniques fail because there is not an 

automated system to maintain the schedule and such systems do not provide the user meaningful feedback 

about adherence to the ordered completion of the desired activities.  

[00051 In one specific area, the scheduled taking of medicines, patients or other medication-users 

25 frequently forget to take medication because: 1) the medicine is for an acute problem and the patient is 

not used to taking medicine on a regular basis; 2) they take regular medication, but frequently forget; 3) 

they take many medications and are easily confused if the medicines are to be taken at different times. In 

addition, patients sometimes may take too much medicine because they forgot that they have already 

taken the medication.  

30 [00061 While some electronic activity monitoring systems have been proposed, these system are 

generally configured to prevent an activity until a permitted time (obstructive) or are engineered with 

features to provide a user with detailed information about the contents of an associated container such as 

the name of the medication, the time for a scheduled dose, side effects and other information related to 

the user or the medication. Even conventional tracking systems that provide more simplistic interfaces, 

35 there is not allowance for user specific features in the monitoring system elements. In this way, the 

conventional systems accommodate the machine readable aspects (i.e., an RFID tag with sufficient 

memory and accurately storing the appropriate information) but the user is left with the problem of 
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picking the right container at the right time without assistance from the monitoring system except trial 

and error until the proper container is located.  

[0007] What is needed is a simple and user friendly activity monitoring system that permits a user 

some configurability to ensure easy recognition of an object associated with an activity while the machine 

5 readable aspects of the system are provided with appropriate machine detectable elements.  

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE 

[00081 In general, in one embodiment, an activity tag reader includes a housing, a display on the 

surface of the housing, a scanner within the housing adapted and configured to detect and machine 

10 readable element position in proximity to the portion of the housing containing the scanner; and a 

computer within the housing in communication with the scanner and the display including computer 

readable instructions to change the display in response to a detection of the machine readable element by 

the scanner.  

[0009] This and other embodiments can include one or more of the following features. In one 

15 aspect, the activity tag reader can further include an icon on the surface of the housing to indicate the 

position of the scanner. In another aspect, the activity tag reader can further include a plurality of user 

interaction buttons on a surface of the housing. In a further aspect, the scanner can be positioned within 

the housing on one side of the display and a plurality of user interaction buttons can be positioned within 

the housing on the opposite side of the display. In an alternative aspect, the activity tag reader can further 

20 include a bezel around a portion of the surface of the housing containing the display. In another aspect, 

the activity tag reader can further include a bezel around the perimeter of the housing wherein the display.  

The user interaction buttons and the scanner can be within the perimeter. In an alternative aspect, the 

bezel can be adapted and configured to change colors in response to instructions from the computer. In 

yet another aspect, the computer readable instructions can include computer readable instructions for 

25 displaying a unique icon on the display for each one of a predetermined number of states based on an 

interaction of a unique machine readable element with the scanner. In still another aspect, the computer 

readable instructions can include computer readable instructions for displaying a unique icon on the 

display for each one of four predetermined status states of a user activity. In another aspect, the four 

predetermined status states of a user activity can be a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted 

30 future activity, an incomplete scheduled activity and an additional unscheduled activity. In a further 

aspect, the four predetermined status states of a user activity can be associated with the user activity of the 

user taking one or more pills. In yet another aspect, the bezel can change colors in response to 

instructions from the computer as a result of an interaction between a machine readable element and the 

scanner. In yet another aspect, the machine readable element can contain less than 8 bits of data. In 

35 another aspect, the machine readable element can contain about 1 bit of data. In a further aspect, the 

machine readable element can contain only data used to associate the machine readable element with a 

user selected activity tag. In another aspect, the machine readable element can contain only data used to 

associate the machine readable element with a user selected icon. In another aspect, the bezel can change 
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color or the activity tag reader emits a sound when the scanner interacts with a machine readable element.  

In yet another aspect, the bezel can change color to a unique color selected to identify with a preselected 

user activity status. In yet another aspect, the sound emitted by the activity tag reader can change sounds 

to a unique sound selected to identify with a preselected user activity status. In still another aspect, a 

5 preselected user activity status can be one or more of an indication of wellness, completion of an activity, 

or degree of adherence to a schedule of activities.  

[00101 In general, in one embodiment, a machine readable patient state indicator includes a 

multisided structure having at least 3 sides, a machine readable element attached to each side of the 

multisided structure, and an icon attached to each side of the multisided structure. Each icon uniquely 

10 identifies a patient state.  

[00111 This and other embodiments can include one or more of the following features. In one 

aspect, the multisided structure can have six sides and each icon corresponds to a unique pain scale 

indication. In another aspect, each icon can uniquely identify a state of wellness. In a further aspect, 

when the scanner detects the machine readable patient state indicator of the display, the bezel or the 

15 sound emitted by the activity tag reader can uniquely identify a particular side of the multisided structure 

presented to the scanner indicative of the patient state.  

[00121 In general, in one embodiment, a method for tracking the activity of a user includes passing a 

unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner, identifying a user activity corresponding to the 

unique machine readable element; and displaying an icon of one of a predetermined number of activity 

20 states in a display based on a comparison of the time that the identifying was performed compared to a 

scheduled time for a user activity associated with the unique machine readable element.  

100131 This and other embodiments can include one or more of the following features. In one 

aspect, the unique machine readable element can be part of a user selected activity tag affixed to the lid of 

a pill bottle. In another aspect, the predetermined number of activity states can be four and the icon 

25 displayed corresponds to one of a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted future activity, an 

incomplete scheduled activity, and an additional unscheduled activity. In a further aspect, each 

predetermined activity state can include a specific indication by a light or a sound.  

[00141 In general, in one embodiment, a method for tracking a scheduled activity of a user, includes 

passing a unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner and recording a time stamp, 

30 identifying a schedule of user activity corresponding to the unique machine readable element; and 

displaying an icon of one of four predetermined activity state indicators in a display based on a 

comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp.  

[00151 This and other embodiments can include one or more of following features. In one aspect, 

the passing of a unique machine readable element can be completed by passing the lid of a pill bottle past 

35 the scanner. In another aspect, the unique machine readable element can be part of a user selected 

activity tag. In a further aspect, the four predetermined activity states can be a scheduled activity is 

completed, a scheduled activity is late or missed, an unscheduled activity is completed and a remaining 

uncompleted scheduled future activity. In an alternative aspect, the method can further include displaying 
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on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is completed 

when the comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an activity 

associated with that machine readable element was completed. In another aspect, the method can further 

include displaying on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled 

5 activity is late or missed when the comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp 

determines that an activity associated with that machine readable element is not detected or was detected 

beyond the scheduled time. In a further aspect, the method can further include displaying on the display 

the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of an unscheduled activity is completed when the 

comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that the scan of the tag is 

10 recognized but does not correspond to any scheduled activity. In yet another aspect, the method can 

further include displaying on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of an 

uncompleted scheduled future activity.  

[00161 In general, in one embodiment, an electronic activity tag reader includes a housing having an 

electronic display and a scanner, a computer readable memory containing a first patient specific activity 

15 associated with a unique machine readable element and a schedule for performing the first patient specific 

activity, control electronics within the housing in electronic communication with the electronic display 

and the scanner containing computer readable instructions responsive to the computer readable memory 

and an output of the scanner indicating the detection of the unique machine readable element for 

reminding a user of an upcoming performance of the first patient specific activity, for tracking the 

20 completion of a scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity, or for alerting a user or a 

caregiver of non-performance of a first patient specific activity and generating an output for presentation 

on the electronic display corresponding to the reminding, the alerting or the tracking, and a 

communication module to provide wired or wireless access to the control electronics.  

[0017] This and other embodiments can include one or more of the following features. In one 

25 aspect, computer readable instructions for generating an output for presentation on the electronic display 

corresponding to the reminding, the alerting or the tracking and an electronic device can also be provided 

using the communications module to an electronic device separate from the electronic activity tag reader.  

In another aspect, the electronic device separate from the electronic activity tag reader can be a local 

server. In a further aspect, the electronic device separate from the electronic activity tag reader can be a 

30 cloud based server. In an alternative aspect, the electronic device separate from the electronic activity tag 

reader can be a smart phone, a tablet or a smart watch. In yet another aspect, computer readable 

instructions for generating an output for presentation on the electronic display corresponding to the 

reminding, the alerting or the tracking can further include instructions for determining one of three 

adherence states related to whether the scanner detects the machine readable element in accordance with 

35 the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity. In still another aspect, the three adherence 

states can be perfect adherence to the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity 

schedules activity, near perfect adherence to the scheduled performance of the first patient specific 

activity and non-performance of the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity. In 
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another aspect, the computer readable instructions can include an electronic notification to a user or a 

caregiver of the activity state or the adherence state.  

[00181 In general, in one embodiment, a method for tracking the activity of a user includes passing a 

unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner, identifying a user activity corresponding to the 

5 unique machine readable element, displaying an icon of one of four predetermined number of activity 

states in a display based on a comparison of the time that the identifying was performed compared to a 

scheduled time for a user activity associated with the unique machine readable element; and providing an 

alert corresponding to the selected predetermined activity state.  

[00191 This and other embodiments can include one or more of the following features. In one 

10 aspect, the unique machine readable element can be part of a user selected activity tag affixed to the lid of 

a pill bottle. In another aspect, the four predetermined number of activity states can correspond to one of 

a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted future activity, an incomplete scheduled activity, and an 

additional unscheduled activity. In a further aspect, each predetermined activity state can include a 

specific indication by a light or a sound. In an alternative aspect, the method can further include 

15 displaying on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is 

completed when the comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an 

activity associated with that machine readable element was completed. In yet another aspect, the method 

can further include displaying on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of a 

scheduled activity is late or missed when the comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp 

20 determines that an activity associated with that machine readable element is not detected or was detected 

beyond the scheduled time. In another aspect, the method can further include displaying on the display 

the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of an unscheduled activity is completed when the 

comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that the scan of the tag is 

recognized but does not correspond to any scheduled activity. In a further aspect, the method can further 

25 include displaying on the display the icon for the predetermined activity state indicator of an uncompleted 

scheduled future activity. In an alternative aspect, the providing an alert step can send an electronic 

message to a caregiver reporting the current activity state. In yet another aspect, the providing an alert 

step can send an electronic message to a caregiver reporting the adherence level of the user activity. In 

still another aspect, an electronic display in communication with the electronic activity tag reader can 

30 provide an icon associated with a user defined scheduled activity and an activity indicator icon indicating 

one of four predetermined activity states or indicating one of three adherence level states for the user 

defined scheduled activity. In a further aspect, the electronic display can be the electronic display in the 

housing of the electronic tag reader or the electronic display can be on an electronic device in 

communication with the electronic activity tag reader via a communications module in the electronic 

35 activity tag reader. In another aspect, the electronic device in communication with the electronic activity 

tag reader via a communications module in the electronic activity tag reader can be a smart phone, a tablet 

or a smart watch. In an alternative aspect, a method can further include providing an alert to a caregiver 

by sending an electronic communication to the caregiver via instant messaging, email, in app notification, 
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SMS messaging or text messaging including an indication of any of a scheduled activity, degree of 

adherence to scheduled activity, exceptions to scheduled activity or indication of specific medication 

consumption. In one specific embodiment, the user is undergoing post-surgical rehabilitation and the 

caregiver is receiving indications related to when the user activity includes the taking of a pain reliever 

5 including prescription pain relievers provided for post-surgical rehabilitation pain relief. In In another 

aspect, a method can further include using the machine readable patient state indicator of at a pre-defined 

time interval, when scanning an activity tag or after performing a pre-defined action. In still another 

aspect, the pre-defined time interval on the pre-defined action can be related to the participation of the 

activity tracking system user in a clinical trial.  

10 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0020] The novel features of the invention are set forth with particularity in the claims that follow.  

A better understanding of the features and advantages of the present invention will be obtained by 

reference to the following detailed description that sets forth illustrative embodiments, in which the 

15 principles of the invention are utilized, and the accompanying drawings of which: 

[00211 FIG. IA is a perspective view of a user selected activity tag 10.  

[00221 FIG. lB Illustrates a representative machine detectable element 14 of the tag in FIG. IA.  

[0023] FIG. IC is a view of a user selected activity tag base 12 of FIG.  

[00241 FIG. ID is a view of the icon in FIG. IA (triangle with letter A).  

20 [00251 FIG. 1 E is a perspective view of another alternative embodiment of a user selected activity 

tag 10.  

[00261 FIG. 1F illustrates a bottom-up view of a base 12 having an adhesive rim 22 around the 

perimeter.  

[00271 FIG. 1 G is a side view of a generally cylindrical activity tag 10 having a peel backing to 

25 expose a pressure sensitive adhesive 24 along the bottom surface.  

[00281 FIG. 1H is a top view of an activity tag 10 that includes a strip or band 26 extending from the 

base 12 and used to secure the activity tag 10.  

[0029] FIG. 11 is a view of an embodiment of an icon having a fanciful shape and the number 3 

within a triangular perimeter.  

30 [00301 FIG. 2A is a perspective view of an exemplary activity tag reader 30 having a body 32 that 

includes a tag scanner 36 and a display 34.  

[0031] FIG. 2B is a perspective view of an alternative activity tag scanner 30 configuration in which 

the display 34 is mounted to a swivel permitting movement of the display 34 relative to the body 30 

containing the tag scanner 36.  

35 [00321 FIGs. 2C1 and 2C2 are perspective and side views of an alternative configuration of an 

activity tag reader 30 where the body 30 includes an arm mount 39 for a display 34 fixed or swiveling at a 

joint 31.  
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[00331 FIG. 2D is a perspective view of an activity tag reader 30 where the body 32 is a smart phone 

or has the form factor of a handheld device for use with the activity tracking system described herein.  

[0034] FIG. 3A illustrates a cactus plant in a planter having an activity tag 10 is attached to the 

planter.  

5 [00351 FIG. 3B illustrates a pet bowl having an activity tag 10 attached.  

[00361 FIG. 3C illustrates a rug having an activity tag 10 attached.  

[0037] FIG. 3D illustrates a scale having an activity tag 10 with an icon of the letter S and the 

number 8 as part of a circular base.  

100381 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method 40 for the interaction between an activity tag reader 

10 30 and a user defined activity tag 10.  

100391 FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary local synchronization processing method 50.  

[00401 FIG. 6 is an illustrative method for an activity monitoring system used to generate a reminder 

for an activity (reminder flow chart 70).  

[00411 FIG. 7 is an illustrative method 100 for an exception alert generated by an activity monitoring 

15 system.  

100421 FIG. 8 is an exemplary method 124 for updating a dashboard status based on the expected 

(scheduled) and actual use of the activity monitoring system.  

10043] FIGS 9E, 9F and 9G illustrate exemplary status icons for use as indications for an upcoming 

scheduled event (FIG. 9A, a late or missed scheduled event (FIG. 9B), a completed event (FIG. 9C) or the 

20 completion of an unscheduled event (FIG. 9D). FIGs. 9E, 9F and 9G illustrate exemplary status icons for 

use as adherence indicators such as perfect adherence to schedule (FIG. 9E), almost perfect adherence to 

schedule (FIG. 9F) or poor or non-adherence to schedule (FIG. 9G).  

[00441 FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary method 150 for automatically scheduling or predicting the 

schedule of user activities.  

25 [00451 FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a weekly, am/pm or twice daily pill box 180 having a user 

selected activity tag.  

100461 FIGs. 12A and 12B are top and bottom views respectively of a weekly once daily pill box 

185 including a user selected activity tag.  

100471 FIGs. 13A and 13B are top and bottom views respectively of a weekly once daily pill strip 

30 190 having a user selected activity tag.  

[00481 FIGs. 14 and 15 illustrate perspective views of pill bottles 200 having user selected activity 

tags 10 affixed to the bottle caps as shown.  

[00491 FIGs. 16A and 16B are side and top views respectively of a 15 dose, blister pack 210 

including a user selected activity tag affixed to an edge of the pack.  

35 [00501 FIG. 17A illustrates front views of three medicine bottles 200 each having a pair of similarly 

machine coded user selected activity tags on a lid and the body of the bottle.  
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[00511 FIG. 17B1 illustrates a bottle of FIG. 17A with an incorrect lid (lid A on bottle C) and an 

exemplary associated display warning as in FIG. 17B2.  

[0052] FIG. 17C 1 illustrates a bottle of FIG. 17A with a correct lid and bottle arrangement (lid A 

with bottle A) and an exemplary associated display as in FIG. 17C2.  

5 [0053] FIGs. 1 8A- 1 8D are use of icons used to indicate one of four possible states for an activity.  

[00541 FIG. 19 is an exemplary user dashboard or display or indication by the activity tag reader 30, 

such as would appear in display 34 showing current status for four tracked activities indicated by icons 1, 

9, 12 and 15.  

[00551 FIG. 20 is an illustration of a display indicating the adherence indication for several users of 

10 the monitoring system.  

[0056] FIG. 21 is a screen shot of a display 34 indicating a multiple patient multiple day or multiple 

monitoring period view of adherence for four different patients.  

100571 FIG. 22 is a method 300 for establishing an activity monitoring system adapted for use in 

tracking or scheduling a person's medicine regime.  

15 [00581 FIG. 23 illustrates various pill bottles that are plain (A, B and C), include text on a label (D) 

or include a pre-existing machine readable element such as a bar code (RxA and RxB) or an RFID 

element (RxC).  

[00591 FIG. 24 is a chart illustrating an exemplary set up when multiple users are using a single 

activity monitoring system including the use of an individual tag used indicate a dose taken from a 

20 common source.  

[0060] FIGs. 25A-25F illustrate icons representative each of the six different levels on an exemplary 

pain scale.  

[0061] FIGs. 26A-26C illustrate an isometric view of different icons alone or configured as user 

selected activity tags for a machine readable patient state indicator 490.  

25 [0062] FIG. 39 illustrates an embodiment of a machine readable patient state indicator 490 using a 

number scale and simple facial expressions. FIG. 40 illustrates another embodiment of a machine 

readable patient state indicator 490 using text and one or more dots or bumps or other tactile elements.  

[00631 FIG. 27 is a perspective view of a tracking system 400 having an activity tag reader 30, a tray 

430 containing seven machine readable containers 405 and a machine readable patient wellness indicator 

30 490.  

[0064] FIG. 28 is a perspective view of a machine readable container 405.  

[0065] FIG. 29 is a bottom-up view of the machine readable container 405 of FIG. 28.  

[0066] FIG. 30 is an exploded view of a machine readable container 405 of FIG. 28 showing the 

relative positions of a lid 405, a body 12 and a base 420.  

35 [00671 FIG. 31 is a perspective view of the machine readable container 405 with the lid 406 in the 

open position.  
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[0068] FIG. 32 is a perspective view of the tray 430 having a plurality of sockets 402 sized to hold a 

container 405.  

[00691 FIG. 33 illustrates a view of a tray 430 configured for use with the machine readable 

container 405.  

5 [0070] FIG. 34 is a perspective view of a tray 430 loaded with seven machine readable containers 

405 with one machine readable container (i.e., with icon Wel) removed from its socket 402.  

10071] FIGs. 35 and 36 illustrate the use of a strap to secure the plurality of machine readable 

containers within the tray.  

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

10 (Claims will be summarized here once finalized) 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[00721 While the making and using of various embodiments of the present invention are discussed in 

detail below, it should be appreciated that various embodiments of the inventive concepts herein can be 

15 embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments discussed herein are merely 

illustrative of specific ways to make and use illustrative aspects of the invention and do not delimit the 

scope of the invention.  

[00731 In general, an activity tag reader 30 or other suitably configured display-containing portable 

electronic device electronic device is, for example, a portable medical monitor device, a cell phone, a 

20 smart phone, a personal data assistant (PDA), or other portable electronic device commonly carried by the 

user that has near field communications capability or other capabilities suited to the machine readable 

element designated for activity monitoring by the user.  

[00741 In one aspect of an activity monitoring system, a passive, unique communication tag (e.g., 

RFID or NFC) that is coupled to a user selected icon 16. The user selected or predefined icon 16 may be, 

25 for example, a pictogram, a regular geometric shape, a fanciful shape, a color, one or more of a user's 

initials such as in a monogram, a photo, an emoji, an emoticon, or one or more tactile elements or one or 

more braille characters. The activity tag 10 is attached to an appropriate object associated with the 

activity. Each time the user completes a scheduled activity, the associated user activity tag is passed 

within range of a reader. Within range will vary depending upon the type of tag system used from a short 

30 range of a few cm for most RFID tags or in contact with a reader for most NFC tags. The reader will 

record the read time and date corresponding to when the tag was read by the reader. The reader may 

maintain the tag read record locally or provide the tag read record to a remote system (i.e., cloud based 

database, local network or similar suitably networked storage system). The user activity record in the 

database will include user identifying information and the tag read data, such as for example, tag ID, date 

35 and time.  

[0075] In one embodiment of the activity monitoring system of the present invention the system may 

be configured for providing information about an action or activity that includes a display-containing 

portable electronic device capable of reading a machine readable element such as an RF-transponder, 
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NFC tag or other element as an indication as to whether or not a user has taken one or more scheduled 

actions associated with the machine readable element. In some embodiments, the activity monitoring 

system may also generate at least one of an audible signal, a visual signal or a physical signal (i.e., 

vibrate) to remind a user to perform an activity. Moreover, one or more portable electronic devices may 

5 be communicably coupled to a computer or server to provide large scale monitoring and management 

such as via the cloud or suitable API. For example, an activity monitoring system may be used to monitor 

actions of a single user or a number of users, such as in a group home or family environment. Several 

transponder arrangements have been developed. One such transponder arrangement is described in U.S.  

Pat. No. 5,053,774 issued to Schuermann et al. on Oct. 1, 1991, incorporated herein by reference. The 

10 '774 patent describes a transponder unit which has a low energy requirement and does not need its own 

power source. Another transponder arrangement is disclosed by Meier et al. in U.S. Pat. No. 5,548,291 

issued Aug. 20, 1996, also incorporated herein by reference. In the '291 patent another transponder 

arrangement is described which may be updated in a contactless manner subsequent to its manufacture is 

described. Additional other details for the operation and communications of a tracking system are 

15 provided in U.S. 5,239,491; U.S. 5,963,136 and U.S. Patent Application Publication US 2008/0030309 

(Appl. Ser. Nr. 11/496,326, filed July 31, 2006), each of the above are incorporated herein by reference 

for all purposes.  

[00761 In the context of the description that follows, the following definitions are used: 

- Activity: An activity is a user action associated with a user selected activity tag.  

20 * User selected activity tag: A user selected activity tag includes an icon, a base and a machine 

detectable element.  

. Icon: An icon is a user defined, or predefined or selectable and identifiable marker uniquely 

associated with an activity tag. The icon is used to aid the user and identification of a desired 

tagged object or activity. Icon examples include one or more of or combinations of: a shape, a 

25 color, a number, a letter, an existing or designed symbol, a photograph of an animal, a person or a 

location, a cartoon character, an emoji, an emoticon, or one or more tactile elements or one or 

more braille characters.  

. Base: A base is a substrate that provides a form factor for (i) maintaining the relative position 

between a machine readable element and an associated icon and (ii) enabling an activity tag to be 

30 secured in a location appropriate to user performance an associated activity. The base may be a 

custom-made object or a portion of an existing object used to support an activity tag, or an icon 

and a machine detectable element combination as suited to the particular object or activity 

tracking situation.  

- Machine detectable element: A machine detectable element is any object or structure(s) provided 

35 in a form permitting electronic detection, scanning or reading. Examples of machine detectable 

elements include RFID tags, near field communication tags (NFC tag); optical character 

recognition symbols such as bar codes, QR codes and the like. A machine detectable element 

may interact with a machine reader in a contact (i.e., place or tap) or a non-contact mode (i.e., 
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move within recognized field or in relation to a reader such as an optical reader). In one aspect, a 

machine detectable element contains only a manufacturer or pre-existing identification code 

without any user specific or article specific or activity specific information in the memory of the 

machine detectable element. An exemplary 1-bit activity tracking system would be that of an 

5 electronic anti-theft surveillance (EAS). When the machine detectable element is in the detection 

zone of the scanner, indicate 1 (indicating associated activity completed) and when element is not 

in the zone indicate 0. Opposite setting may also be used.  

. Event: An event is any machine or computer based detection, scanning or interaction with a 

machine readable element in an activity tag.  

10 * Scheduled event: A scheduled event is an expected detection of or interaction with an activity tag.  

The number and timing of activity tag detections or interactions corresponds to the user's desired 

frequency for performing an associated activity.  

- Unscheduled event: An unscheduled event is an event that does not correspond by timing or 

frequency to any scheduled event; an unexpected detection of or interaction with a machine 

15 readable element in an activity tag.  

[0077] FIG. IA is a perspective view of a user selected activity tag 10. The user selected activity tag 

10 has a base 12, an icon 16 and a machine detectable element 14. Each of these exemplary elements is 

shown individually and figures IB, 1C and ID.  

[0078] FIG. lB Illustrates a representative machine detectable element 14 of the tag in FIG. IA. A 

20 machine detectable element 14 may be any element that may be used and detected by any RFID, near 

field communication (NFC), noncontact communication or optical machine or computer readable means.  

In an embodiment, the tag 10 comprises wireless automatic identification technology wherein the 

machine detectable element 14 is one or more of a passive device, a semi-passive device, an active 

device, a read only device, a read/write capable device, an optically readable device, a radio frequency 

25 identification (RFID) device, and a micro electromechanical system (MEMS) device. In an additional 

aspect, the machine readable element 14 may provide or an activity tag 10 may be configured to include a 

MEMS-enabled device including at least one sensor. In one specific embodiment, the machine detectable 

element 14 is a 1-bit RFID element and the activity tracking system is configured to record/report an 

associated activity as completed when the associated element is detected.  

30 [0079] In the illustrated embodiment of FIG. IA, FIG. 1C is a view of a user selected activity tag base 12 

of FIG. IA that is a cylinder. The base 12 is a material or substrate used to provide a form factor for the 

user selected activity tag 10. The base 12 is used to co-locate or couple a machine-readable element 14 

and an icon 16. The base 12 may also include one or more surfaces used to attach or couple the activity 

tag 10 and an appropriate location to enable a user to associate the activity tag with an activity. The icon 

35 16 is selected to be identifiable by the user. An icon 16 may be identifiable or perceptible by the user in 

any of a wide variety of suitable ways depending upon user preferences or capability. An icon may be 

identifiable to a user by sight, sound or touch individually or in any combination. Visually identifiable 

icons are provided in many of the embodiments that follow but the various embodiments of the invention 
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are not so limited. By way of example, an icon 16 may be any of a combination of shape, color, number, 

letter, icon, symbol, photo, animal, cartoon or other identifiable media such an emoji or emoticon selected 

by the user to identify a particular user selected activity tag 10. The icon 16 in FIG. 1A is a triangle 

containing the letter A. FIG. ID is a view of the icon in FIG. 1A (triangle with letter A). Optionally, the 

5 icon may include a fanciful shape or user specified design. FIG. II is a view of an embodiment of an icon 

having a fanciful shape and the number 3 within a triangular perimeter. FIG. I E is a perspective view of 

another alternative embodiment of a user selected activity tag 10. In this embodiment, the base 12 is 

planar with a generally rectangular shape and the icon 16 is the letter "A" and number "1" inside of a 

circle.  

10 [00801 FIGs. IF, IG, and IH illustrate various alternative configurations of the base 12 to assist a 

user in positioning a user selected activity tag 10 in an appropriate location to associate the tag 10 with an 

activity. FIG. 1F illustrates a bottom-up view of a base 12 having an adhesive rim 22 around the 

perimeter. FIG. 1G is a side view of a generally cylindrical activity tag 10 having a peel backing to 

expose a pressure sensitive adhesive 24 along the bottom surface. FIG. 1 H is a top view of an activity tag 

15 10 that includes a strip or band 26 extending from the base 12 and used to secure the activity tag 10. It is 

to be appreciated that any of a variety of fixation means maybe used to secure an activity tag 10 such as 

for example, glues, epoxy, cement, hook/loop, fasteners, or magnets. The design and appearance of an 

activity tag 10 including the mode of attachment to a suitable mount or surface depending upon the 

activity to be tracked and the material considerations such as esthetics, design, surroundings, or function 

20 of the object receiving the activity tag 10.  

[00811 FIGs. 2A-2D Illustrate various embodiments of an activity tag reader 30. FIG. 2A is a 

perspective view of an exemplary activity tag reader 30 having a body 32 that includes a tag scanner 36 

and a display 34. In this embodiment, the display 34 is in a fixed orientation relative to the scanner 36 

such that the display 34 is visible when an activity tag 10 is passed over the tag scanner 36. FIG. 2B is a 

25 perspective view of an alternative activity tag scanner 30 configuration in which the display 34 is 

mounted to a swivel permitting movement of the display 34 relative to the body 30 containing the tag 

scanner 36. In various configurations, the activity tag reader 30 may have a different size of the tag 

scanner 36 to support the type of communications used to read the machine readable elements used in a 

particular configuration of the system. In addition, the activity tag reader 30 may include various 

30 markings or indications for the location of the tag scanner 36 to make it easier for the user to place 

machine-readable elements within range of the scanner function. By way of example, a portion of an 

activity tag reader 30 in proximity to the tag scanner 36 may include markings such as tap here or place 

here or swipe across here or use arrows or other indicators to aid a user in properly positioning an activity 

tag reader 10 within relation to the tag scanner 36.  

35 100821 FIGs. 2C1 and 2C2 are perspective and side views of an alternative configuration of an 

activity tag reader 30 where the body 30 includes an arm mount 39 for a display 34 fixed or swiveling at a 

joint 31. The arm mount is attached to and extends above the tag scanner 36. Also shown in this 

embodiment is an additional machine-readable or computer readable device 38 provided in the activity 
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tag reader and additional to the machine-readable capabilities provided by the tag scanner 36. In one 

aspect, the machine reader 38 may be a barcode or other optical scanner built into the display 34 as 

illustrated in the figures.  

[00831 FIG. 2D is a perspective view of an activity tag reader 30 where the body 32 is a smart phone 

5 or has the form factor of a handheld device for use with the activity tracking system described herein. In 

this embodiment the display 34 is the screen of the device or smartphone. The smartphone or device 

included detector, optical character recognition or near field communications capabilities native to the 

device would be used to provide the functionality of the tag scanner 36 as appropriate to the machine 

readable element 14. In this embodiment, the near field communication capabilities or other reader 

10 functionality of the smartphone device (i.e., smart phone camera acting as an OCR device) is used to 

detect activity tags and use an app or other suitable software with functionality as described herein to 

perform the desired activity tracking reminding and reporting functions.  

100841 As will be described in greater detail below, one function of the display 34 is presentation of 

the activity tracking system dashboard. The dashboard provides a snapshot of the day according to the 

15 activity tracking system. All scheduled activities are shown on the day's dashboard with their time and 

user selected icon 16. The dashboard and other remote monitoring devices (i.e., displayed dashboard for 

interested persons accessing via website or cloud/API) are updated in real time as user activities are 

performed (i.e., reader 30 detection/interaction with an activity tag). Completed but unscheduled 

activities are also shown in the dashboard. Unscheduled activities may appear below the list of scheduled 

20 activities. (See FIGs. 9A-9D). In one aspect, the dashboard is cleared and re-created once daily to 

present the next day activities. In other aspects, the display and activity monitoring system are configured 

to allow the display viewing of dashboards for previous and future days. In still other aspects, the 

dashboard also includes a feature indicating a user's adherence to the activity schedule being monitored.  

In one embodiment, described in greater detail below, the dashboard includes an indication of adherence 

25 as one of three states: perfect adherence, near perfect adherence or poor/no adherence. In one 

embodiment, the three adherence states are indicated by the display of a smiley face, an unhappy face and 

a sad face (see FIGs. 9E, F and G). In other embodiments, other icons, symbols, or emoji are selected for 

use by a particular user to indicate adherence state.  

100851 FIGs. 3A - 3D illustrate various combinations of items, activities and user selected activity 

30 tags for a variety of different kinds of tracked activities. FIG. 3A illustrates a cactus plant in a planter 

having an activity tag 10 is attached to the planter. Within the activity scheduling system the activity 

"water plant" is associated with the icon P1 is scheduled to occur three times a week. In this 

embodiment, the activity tag 10 has an icon with the letter P the number 1 within a triangle shaped base.  

FIG. 3B illustrates a pet bowl having an activity tag 10 attached. In this embodiment, the activity tag 10 

35 has an icon with the letter D and the number 1 on a rectangular base. Within the activity scheduling 

system the activity "feed dog" is associated with the icon Dl and is scheduled to occur daily. FIG. 3C 

illustrates a rug having an activity tag 10 attached. In this embodiment, the activity tech 10 has an icon 

with the letter R and the number 5 on a rectangular base. Within the activity scheduling system the 
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activity "Beat Rug" is associated with the icon R5 and is scheduled to occur twice a year. FIG. 3D 

illustrates a scale having an activity tag 10 with an icon of the letter S and the number 8 as part of a 

circular base. Within the activity scheduling system the activity "get weight" is associated with the icon 

S8 and is scheduled to occur daily.  

5 [0086] In one aspect of the activity monitoring system described herein, an RFID / NFC sticker (i.e., 

machine readable element and base) is suitably attached to each object or location selected by the user as 

a reminder of the activity to be tracked, scheduled or reminded. Each time the user performed the 

intended action the user brings the sticker or activity tag within range of an appropriately configured 

activity tag reader 30. Registration, detection or interaction of the reader with the activity tag would be 

10 imputed by the activity monitoring system as the user completing the activity associated with that 

sticker/activity tag. The activity tag reader 30 (e.g., an RFID reader) may be appropriately configured to 

relay the data point (tag + date/time of detection or interaction) to the activity monitoring system 

cloud/API directly via Wi-Fi or Cellular or indirectly via Bluetooth to a smartphone. In one embodiment, 

the activity tag reader is configured for wireless communications such as with an appropriate cellular 

15 technology along with appropriate reading/detecting capabilities to function with the selected machine 

readable elements. One advantage of such a configuration is that the activity tag reader 30 would 

communicate with the activity tags and the activity monitoring system in a completely stand-alone 

system. In this context, stand-alone indicates that the system does not require the presence of any other 

computing device (either PC or smartphone). As before, the activity monitoring system would still 

20 permit/facilitate the involvement of the caregiver / interested party as described herein. In still other 

aspects, the activity monitoring system may be configured for both remote monitor and remote system 

setup. In a remote setup a user's activity schedule for all monitored activities, such as taking of certain 

scheduled medication doses would be transmitted the user's activity tag monitoring device and loaded for 

use. A passcode or other appropriate authentication procedures may be provided to confirm schedule and 

25 user identification and association (i.e., right schedule/right user).  

[00871 FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary method 40 for the interaction between an activity tag reader 

30 and a user defined activity tag 10. First, at step 42, the activity tag 10 is detected by the tag scanner 36 

or other component of the activity tag reader 30, depending on the reader configuration. The activity tag 

10 is detected the tag scanner 36 when the machine readable element 14 within the tag 10 is detected by 

30 or interacts with the tag scanner/reader 36. The internal clock of the activity tag reader 30 is used to 

obtain date and time information associated with the detection.  

[00881 Next, at step 44, activity tag data is processed. In this step the uniquely identified serial 

number or code associated with the machine detectable element detected in step 42 is associated with or 

stored with the date and time data from step 42.  

35 [00891 Next, at step 46, display 34 is updated locally with the user-defined activity tag data 

associated with the detected activity tag. This may include the use of a simple indication of completion 

of an activity along with the representation of the icon or other indicia of the activity tag that has been 
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detected. Various forms of simple activity indicators are possible and several will be described in greater 

detail below with respect to FIGs. 9A-9D.  

[00901 Finally, at step 48, the activity tag detection data is added to the local synchronization queue 

for later processing (see FIG. 5) to the remote network/cloud/API.  

5 [0091] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary local synchronization processing method 50. First, at step 52, 

start local synchronization queue processing. Next, at step 54, determine if there is activity tag data in 

the local synchronization queue. This is the information collected locally using the method 40 (FIG. 4).  

If activity tag data exists, then proceed to step 56 and attempt to upload activity tag data to the cloud/API.  

[00921 Determine if the upload is successful at step 58. If the upload is not successful, then leave 

10 the activity data in the local synchronization queue and mark last upload time attempt (step 60). If the 

upload is successful, then remove the activity tag data from the local synchronization queue (step 62).  

[0093] Once all activity tag data in the local synchronization queue has been processed (step 54 

result is NO), then the next step is to update the local dashboard summary with latest update of dashboard 

summary from cloud/API (step 64). Finally, step 66, update the local display (i.e., display 34) with the 

15 latest dashboard summary.  

[00941 FIG. 6 is an illustrative method for an activity monitoring system used to generate a reminder 

for an activity (reminder flow chart 70). The reminder flowchart 70 first initiates the reminder routine 

(step 72) and determines whether any activity tags are in the activity monitoring system (step 74). Next, 

at step 76, determine if there is any event scheduled for the activity tag. If there is no event, then return to 

20 step 74 and check for any additional tags. If there is an event scheduled (answer at step 76 is YES) then 

proceed to step 78.  

[00951 Step 78 determines whether the current time is greater than the calculated reminder time for 

the event scheduled. If the current time is not greater than the calculated reminder time, (step 78 is NO) 

then no reminder is needed for the scheduled event (step 80). Next, return to step 74 to determine if there 

25 are more activity tags to check.  

[0096] If the current time is greater than the calculated reminder time for the event (step 78 is YES) 

then a reminder is needed (step 82). The system will access contacts and recipients according to the type 

of reminder to be sent. Reminder characteristics such as recipient, content, frequency, and mode may be 

tailored to a particular user, an activity, an event or the frequency of detection of an activity tag.  

30 Reminders are sent to each recipient (step 84) using one or more mode of communication such as smart 

phone notification (step 85), phone call/voice mail/call center (step 86), electronic mail (e-mail) (step 87) 

or SMS/text or other messaging mode (step 88).  

[0097] In one variation of the reminder flow method 70 in FIG. 6, even if the result at step 78 is 

YES, reminder needed, the user may, under certain circumstances delay the scheduled activity. Like a 

35 snooze button on an alarm clock, the reminder method 70 may be modified with such a "remind-me-later" 

input that stops or postpones the reminder alert signal (step 82) and instead schedules the actions of step 

82 after the snooze or reminder period has passed. The snooze or reminder period may be a preset 

interval, or the user may input a specific time. In one embodiment, the machine readable element 14 is 
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interrogated by the activity tag reader 30 in a contactless manner (e.g., using any suitable form of near 

field communication). In one specific embodiment, the machine detectable element 14 is not battery 

powered or is non-powered or passive until placed within the detection field of the tag scanner 36 or the 

activity tag reader 30. In still another aspect, the machine detectable element 14 includes only the most 

5 minimal of information provided by the manufacturer such as serial number, or model number or 

manufacturing date. In one aspect, the only information from the element 14 used by the activity 

monitoring system is a unique address or identification number assigned to the element 14. In other 

words, when the element 14 is read, the system only registers the unique numerical identification code for 

that element 14. In this way, the element 14 provides the unique machine ID that is then associated with 

10 a unique user selected icon as part of a user selected activity tag 10.  

[00981 FIG. 7 is an illustrative method 100 for an exception alert generated by an activity monitoring 

system. First, start the exception alert routine (step 102). Next, step 104, determine if there is any 

activity tag 10 in the system. Next, at step 106, determine if there is any event scheduled for the activity 

tag. If there is no event, then return to step 104 and check for any additional tags. If there is an event 

15 scheduled (answer at step 106 is YES) then proceed to step 108. Step 108 is used to determine if an 

activity tag has been detected for the event scheduled. If the appropriate activity tag has been detected for 

the scheduled event (step 108 is YES) then proceed to step 110. No action is required since the tag was 

detected therefore no exception occurred for event scheduled. Return to step 104 to identify additional 

activity tags or exceptions.  

20 100991 If the appropriate activity tag has not been detected for the scheduled event (step 108 is NO) 

then proceed to step 112. Step 112 determines whether the current time is greater than the calculated 

exception time for the user, activity tag or event scheduled. If the current time is not greater than the 

calculated exception time, (step 112 is NO) then no exception is generated for the scheduled event (step 

110), Next, return to step 104 to determine if there are more activity tags to check.  

25 [01001 It is to be appreciated that reference to medications is not limited to pills. A variety of 

medications that are not in pill form such as, for example, insulin vial, eye drops and the like may also be 

tracked using an activity tag affixed as appropriate to the particular item consumed.  

[01011 If the current time is greater than the calculated exception time for the event (step 112 is 

YES) then an exception reminder is needed (step 114). The system will access contacts and recipients 

30 according to the type of exception reminder to be sent. Reminder characteristics such as type of 

exception, recipient, content, frequency, and mode may be tailored to a particular user, an activity, an 

event or the frequency of detection of an activity tag. Exception reminders are sent to each recipient 

(step 116) using one or more mode of communication such as smart phone notification (step 85), phone 

call/voice mail/call center (step 86), electronic mail (e-mail) (step 87) or SMS/text or other messaging 

35 mode (step 88).  

[01021 As used herein, a dashboard is a representation provided by display 34 of the status, 

adherence, schedule or other characteristics of a one or more users of an activity tracking system. When 

the dashboard updates using an exemplary method 120 (FIG. 8), a user is provided with the icon for the 
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activity along with a status indicator (FIGs. 9A-9D). Advantageously, embodiments of the activity 

tracking system use simple icons and system states to indicate the status (FIGs. 9A-9D) or adherence 

(FIGs. 9E-9G) to activities scheduled within the system. FIGS 9E, 9F and 9G illustrate exemplary status 

icons for use as indications for an upcoming scheduled event (FIG. 9A, a late or missed scheduled event 

5 (FIG. 9B), a completed event (FIG. 9C) or the completion of an unscheduled event (FIG. 9D). FIGs. 9E, 

9F and 9G illustrate exemplary status icons for use as adherence indicators such as perfect adherence to 

schedule (FIG. 9E), almost perfect adherence to schedule (FIG. 9F) or poor or non-adherence to schedule 

(FIG. 9G). Additionally, or optionally, a dashboard may also be updates to include an adherence 

indicator reflecting the adherence to schedule for one or more scheduled activities monitored by the 

10 activity monitoring system.  

[0103] Activity status indicators are used to indicate one of four possible states for an activity. An 

activity is upcoming or scheduled to occur in the future. This state is indicated by, for example, a clock 

within a circle 141 as shown in FIG. 9A. An activity that has been missed is indicated by an empty circle 

142 as shown in FIG. 9B. Activity that has been completed is indicated by a fill-in circle 143 shown in 

15 FIG. 9C. An additional activity that was not scheduled but has been completed is indicated by a circle 

with a cross 144 as shown in FIG. 9D. Adherence to the scheduled activities is also indicated with 

simple status icons indicating one of three possible states. The three possible adherence states are (1) 

perfect adherence to schedule, (2) almost perfect adherence to schedule and (3) poor or lacking adherence 

to schedule. FIG. 9E illustrates a happy face 145 for the perfect schedule adherence. FIG. 9F illustrates a 

20 sad face 146 for near perfect adherence. FIG. 9G illustrates a sad face 147 for poor or no adherence.  

101041 In one aspect, the activity monitoring system provides for the natural progression of the 

dashboard (daily snapshot) is to view adherence over time (weekly/monthly snapshot). In one specific 

embodiment, using the same icons and visual cues, the adherence report cards are available in 2 modes: 

0 Lifetime of an activity 

25 e Weekly snapshot for all activities 

[01051 In addition, all monitored activities are shown in adherence reports.  

[0106] Turning now to the dashboard update method 120 illustrated in FIG. 8. FIG. 8 is an 

exemplary method 124 for updating a dashboard status based on the expected (scheduled) and actual use 

of the activity monitoring system. The dashboard status method 120 begins by starting the status update 

30 (step 122). First, determine whether there is any "scheduled event" between 12 AM and 11:59 PM for 

the date requested (step 124).  

[01071 If there are scheduled events, step 124 is yes, then proceed to determine whether any actual 

activity tag detection corresponds to a scheduled event (step 126). If the actual activity tag detection 

corresponds to a scheduled event (step 126 is YES) then update the dashboard display to show the activity 

35 tag icon and a filled in circle (FIG. 9C) to indicate a completed scheduled event. Thereafter, proceed to 

step 124 to determine whether any additional schedule events are present.  

[01081 If the actual activity tag detection does not corresponds to a scheduled event (step 126 is NO) 

then determine whether the scheduled event is overdue (step 130). If the scheduled event is not overdue 
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(step 130 is NO) then update the dashboard display to show the activity tag icon and a clock circle (FIG.  

9A) to indicate a scheduled event on the date requested. Thereafter, proceed to step 124 to determine 

whether any additional schedule events are present. If the scheduled event is overdue (step 130 is YES) 

then update the dashboard display to show the activity tag icon and an empty circle (FIG. 9B) to indicate 

5 a missed scheduled event on the date requested. Thereafter, proceed to step 124 to determine whether any 

additional schedule events are present.  

[0109] Once all scheduled events have been processed and the answer to step 124 is no, then proceed 

to step 136 and determine whether if there are any remaining actual tag detections between 12 AM and 

11:59 PM for the date requested (step 136). If the answer is no at step 136, then the status update is 

10 complete (step 140). If the answer at step 136 is YES, then proceed to step 138. In step 138, update the 

dashboard display to indicate the activity tag icon and the circle with plus sign (FIG. 9D) to reflect an 

unscheduled/additional event for that associated activity. Then return to step 136 and evaluate remaining 

actual tag detections and indicate as unscheduled/additional activities (step 138) until the answer in step 

136 is no and the dashboard update is complete (step 140).  

15 [01101 To enable a simpler way to program schedules for use with the activity monitoring system, an 

auto-scheduling program may be utilized. In one aspect, an auto-scheduling program is used to predict a 

user activity schedule once the program has completed a learning phase. During the learning phase, the 

system monitors the time and frequency of activity tag usage. In many circumstances, a user is 

completing the tracked activities on a daily basis. As a result, the learning phase period could be as short 

20 as 24 hours. However, in order to capture or identify daily or weekday type activity schedule variations, 

the learning phase may run for longer than 24 hours, such as 48, 72, 96 hours or for multiple days such as 

7, 12 or 14 days. In one aspect, the learning phase of an auto-scheduling program operates for between 

48 hours and 7 days. Once the learning phase is complete, the activity monitoring system creates a user 

activity schedule based on the user's your actual activity patterns.  

25 [0111] As such, it is to be appreciated that the activity monitoring system may be used to "auto

schedule" or determine a schedule of user activities based upon the timing and frequency of detection of 

one or more user selected activity tags. FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary method 150 for automatically 

scheduling or predicting the schedule of user activities. First, at step 152 the auto-schedule routine is 

initiated. In this embodiment, the user's schedule being auto-scheduled is estimated to repeat on a 

30 weekly basis. As a result, step 154 first determines whether the number of monitoring days is greater 

than seven. The number of monitoring days will vary depending upon the estimated repetition frequency 

of a user's activity schedule and may be selected accordingly. If the answer at step 154 is no, proceed to 

step 156 and determine whether there is any user activity or reminders for monitoring day. If the answer 

is YES, then proceed to step 158. Step 158 determines whether the user activity is associated with a user

35 defined unique icon/connectivity tag combination. If the answer to step 158 is YES, then proceed to step 

160 and the user enables detection of the unique activity tag/icon associated with the activity each time 

the activity is performed. If the answer to step 158 is no, then the system has detected a new user selected 

activity tag (step 162) to be added to be monitoring system. Thereafter the user enables detection of the 
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activity tag by the reader each time the activity is performed during monitoring day (step 160). After step 

160 is complete, return to step 154 until the monitoring days are greater than 7.  

[0112] When the number of monitoring days his greater than seven, the answer to step 154 is yes, 

then proceed to step 164. In step 164, activity tag detections are grouped into timing groups. The timing 

5 groups used to identify distinct timing group activities during the monitoring day such as once, twice, or 

three times daily. At step 166 there is an example of dayparts = 3 timing groups containing two activities 

during each occurrence (2x activity tag detection at each time).  

[0113] Next, at step 168 for each daypart, determine the median time of day when the activity was 

performed. Thereafter at step 170 the daypart timing is determined.  

10 [01141 Next, at step 172, each of the activities and dayparts are assumed the same for each activity 

tag during the week resulting in a schedule of weekdays = all days at step 174.  

[01151 Finally, at step 176, the schedule group is created matching each of the parameters 

determined in steps 164, 168 and 172 including each of the detected unique icon/activity tags detected 

during the monitoring period.  

15 101161 Embodiments of the activity monitoring system may be used to track a user's medication 

schedule. Similar to the illustrative examples in FIGs. 3A-3D, a user may apply or associate a user 

selected activity tag with a container or other item used to store a medicine, pill or other item to be 

ingested on a recurring schedule.  

[01171 Embodiments of the systems and methods described herein provide an individual the ability 

20 to simply schedule, remind and monitor the performance of one or more activities that the individual 

would like to complete with regularity. In one specific embodiment, an activity monitoring and tracking 

system is configured to provide scheduling, reminder and adherence information about one or more 

schedules for taking a medication (e.g., pill, capsule, caplet, powder, liquid, aerosol, gaseous, etc.). In 

somc aspects, the system may provide an alert or a reminder to a medicine user to take the medication or 

25 to another person designated in the system. The activity monitoring system uses the detection of a unique 

machine readable element (e.g., an RF-transponder or RFID tag or NFC tag or optical recognized label) 

associated with a medicine container as a proxy for the user's action to take the associated medicine. The 

activity monitoring system may optionally receive or permit input of other data on a medication in the 

medicine container. When a scheduled time for an activity has arrived or has passed, an activity tag 

30 reader 30 or other suitably configured display-containing portable electronic device may generate an 

audible, a visual and/or a physical (i.e., vibrate) signal or provide other reminder notifications (phone, 

smart phone update, SMS etc.) to alert the user or a designated recipient of the reminder or other 

notification.  

[01181 In one embodiment, a passive, unique communication element or machine readable element 

35 14 (RFID or NFC) that is coupled to a patient selected icon 16 (pictogram, shape, color, initials, photo, 

etc.) is attached to a medicine container. The container holds a number of pills to be taken by the patient 

according to a patient specific pill regime. The medication contained in any container associated with a 

user selected activity tag may be an over-the-counter medicine (e.g., pill, capsule, caplet, powder, liquid, 
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aerosol, gaseous, etc.), or a medicine (e.g., pill, capsule, caplet, powder, liquid, aerosol, gaseous, etc.) 

provided by a prescription. In still further aspects, the medication tracked by the system may be a 

vitamin, mineral supplement, dietary supplement, nutraceutical, or the like taken by the user on a 

recurring or regular basis over a short or long term.  

5 [01191 Each time the patent picks up the container to take a pill, the container is passed within range 

of a reader in such a way to permit detection of the element 14. Within range will vary depending upon 

the type of machine detectable element and system used from a short range of a few cm for most RFID 

tags or in contact with a reader for most NFC tags. The reader will record the read time and date 

corresponding to when the activity tag 10 was read by the reader. The reader may maintain the tag read 

10 record locally or provide the tag read record to a remote system (i.e., cloud based activity monitoring 

system database or similar system). The patient record in the database will include patient identifying 

information and the tag read data (tag ID, date and time).  

[01201 In one aspect, a patient medicine taking monitoring schedule within the system includes: 

patient information; tag identification information (i.e., uniquely identifies the tag to the reader/system) 

15 for each tag used by a patient; patient selected icon 16 or moniker for each tag 10 (i.e., the photo, color, 

letters, shapes etc.); a patient specific schedule for when the medicine associated with that patient specific 

icon 16/tag 10 is to be taken (1 pill/4 hours; 2 pills every 6 hours; 1 pill daily or similar information) 

[0121] In one embodiment, the monitoring system does not require or specify the name of any 

medicine, prescription information, or any interaction with a health care provider or pharmacy or any 

20 specific dose information of any medicine being tracked by the system. A user may define the icons used 

for tracking a medicine bottle and enter an appropriate schedule for the dose of that medicine and begin 

tacking that icon in the system as a proxy for taking the medicine in the associated bottle or container.  

[01221 In contrast to prior reminder system that push prescription and compliance actions, the 

monitoring system described herein permits user medicine scheduling to be augmented using unique 

25 tag/user icon and "bottle swipe to show adherence" to a user designed schedule.  

[01231 Embodiments of the activity monitoring system described herein need only (a) a container 

identifiable to the system via a tag/reader and an icon or other symbol identifiable to the patient and (b) 

when taking the medicine the container (i.e., activity tag 10 on the container) is presented so as to be read 

by the reader to log the user's intention to take the medicine within the selected container. In one aspect, 

30 the machine readable element 14 of a tag 10 only contains the information related to the serial number for 

that element. In other embodiments, the icon/pictograph/symbol/color or other user identifiable attribute 

is also present. In one embodiment, the machine readable element is an activity tag does not contain any 

information about any drug, medicine, Rx or patient medical information. In other aspects, the machine 

detectable elements 14 used in the activity monitoring system are not placed in communication with any 

35 writing system containing any of the information above or are not writable elements.  

[0124] One of the benefits of the user configurable activity monitoring system design is that, in some 

embodiments, notifications provided to the user are in terms of the time to take a pill in a container that is 

identified by the user defined/selected icon. The user may name the pill using any moniker including the 
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name of the medicine, generic name or some other identifying characteristic. As an aid to a caregiver a 

common name or pill description may be included in the reminder but each is assigned by the user.  

Exemplary reminders include: 

5 "8:15 am Take 2 Blue Boys" <dose><user moniker> 

"8:15 am Take 2 Orange Triangle" <dose><user selected icon> 

"8:15 am Take 2 Motrin/Orange Triangle" <dose><medicine name><user selected icon> 

10 

"8:15 am Take 2 Adapitrol/Green Cross/Yellow-Red Capsule" <dose><medicine name><user selected 

icon><medicine description> 

[0125] As described above, using the same icons and visual cues, an adherence report card for a 

medicine tracking user of the activity monitoring system may be provided based on a number of different 

15 time scales such as monthly, semi-annually, annually or weekly. In one illustrative example, adherence 

reports are provided in 2 modes: 

" Lifetime of a medication 

" Weekly snapshot for all medications 

[0126] In one aspect, all active medications tracked/monitored within the activity monitoring system 

20 are shown in adherence reports.  

101271 In still further aspects of the pill monitoring implementation of a dashboard and one or more 

adherence reports, additional alerting and notification systems are provided by the activity monitoring 

system. Given the importance of the medicine taking scheduled activity, three additional functionalities 

were included into embodiments of the activity monitoring system. One or more of the following 

25 functionalities may be provided: 

" Alert system to any possible personal disability or serious incident occurring with user inferred 

by a lack of expected activity 

" Detect possible technical issues with the activity tag reader or other activity monitoring system 

operations such as network dependencies, such as Wi-Fi or 3G affecting Internet connectivity 

30 e Determine if any user usability or access issues may be preventing use of an activity tag reader or 

the monitoring system, or even lack of motivation to continue using the device to track 

medication usage.  

[01281 As a result, embodiments of the activity monitoring system configured for use in tracking 

medicine taking activities includes one or more alerting systems. In one aspect, the system provides 

35 reminders (see FIG. 6) usually sent before at or the scheduled time for the medication. In one aspect, a 

reminder may be sent after the time scheduled. In one embodiment, a reminder is always sent, even if the 

medication has already been taken. In one embodiment, a reminders are sent to the pill-taker.  
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[0129] In another aspect, the activity monitoring system provides exception alerts configured as 

appropriate for a medicine taking activity (see FIG. 7). In one embodiment, an exception alert may be 

sent either 30, 60 or 120 minutes after the scheduled medication (expected time) occurred. Exception 

alerts are only sent when the medication has not been taken before the 30, 60 or 120 minute period after 

5 the usual schedule. In one aspect, an exception alert is sent to the pill-taker and any other interested party 

via email.  

[0130] In another aspect, the activity monitoring system provides medication logged alerts. In some 

system configurations, a user is tracking/monitoring certain medications with significant adverse health 

consequences in not taken on a specific schedule. In these circumstances, alerts can be sent out upon 

10 each dose. One example use might be for pain relief medication, as they are often intended to be taken 

only as needed. In one embodiment, an exception alert is sent to the pill-taker and other interested party 

via email.  

[0131] FIGs. 11 - 17C2 illustrate a variety of different embodiments of medicine containers adapted 

for use with a user selected activity tag. In this environment, the meaning associated with the dashboard 

15 icons is different as the specific activity corresponds to taking one dose or a specific combination of pills 

to provide a dose or other combination of actions associated to an action tag and taking medicine. The 

meaning of the various dashboard icons, previously described in FIGs. 9A-9D are now associated with 

the meanings set out in FIGs. 18A- 1 8D. It is to be appreciated that even when configured for a specific 

activity the activity monitoring system functions with the same 4 activity states. Each one of the various 

20 pill container embodiments will now be described in turn.  

[0132] FIG. 11 is a perspective view of a weekly, am/pm or twice daily pill box 180 having a user 

selected activity tag. The pill box 180 is partitioned into each day of the week. Each day of the week has 

a pair of chambers 182, 184. The chambers 182, 184 are then filled with as needed according to the 

user's morning and evening or twice daily pill schedule. A single activity tag 10 is used to indicate that a 

25 user is taking an action with the pill box 180. The activity tag 10 is visible on one end of the box 180.  

The activity tag 10 includes a disc shaped base 12 and an icon 16 that is the number 2. In use, the activity 

tag 10 would be positioned such that the machine detectable element associated with this activity tag is 

detected by or interacts with the activity tag reader 30 or scanner 36, depending upon the specific 

implementation of the activity monitoring system. In use, early in the day detection of the activity tag for 

30 the pill box 180 is associated with the action of taking the pills contained in the am chamber 182. The 

dashboard would indicate the icon 2 and a filled in circle (see 143 FIG. 18C). The next activity tag 

detection for icon 2 - or the later in the day detection of the activity tag for the pill box 180 - is associated 

with the action of taking the pills contained in the pm chamber 184. The dashboard would then update to 

indicate the icon 2 and an additional filled in circle (i.e., FIG. 18C). For this day, the user would also 

35 have perfect adherence since there are two doses associated with activity tag icon 2. Since both the am 

and the pm activity tag detection events occurred, then the user is presumed to have taken both the am 

and pm doses for perfect adherence to that two dose daily schedule. The user dashboard may also update 

to indicate a perfect adherence icon, such as the smile face 145 (FIG. 9E).  
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[01331 FIGs. 12A and 12B are top and bottom views respectively of a weekly once daily pill box 

185 including a user selected activity tag. As best seen in FIG. 12A the pill box 185 is partitioned into 

each day of the week. Each day of the week has a chamber 186. The daily chambers 186 are then filled 

with as needed according to the user's daily or day of the week pill schedule. As best seen in FIG. 12B, a 

5 single activity tag 10 is used to indicate that a user is taking an action with the pill box 185. The activity 

tag 10 is visible on the bottom of box 185, but may be placed in a different position. The activity tag 10 

includes a disc shaped base 12 and an icon 16 that is the number 4. In use, the activity tag 10 would be 

positioned such that the machine detectable element associated with this activity tag is detected by or 

interacts with the activity tag reader 30 or scanner 36, depending upon the specific implementation of the 

10 activity monitoring system. In use, the detection of the activity tag 10 for the pill box 185 is associated 

with the action of taking the pills contained in the chamber 186. The dashboard would indicate the icon 4 

and a filled in circle (i.e., FIG. 9C). Since this is a once a day regimen, for this day, the user would also 

have perfect adherence since there is only a single dose associated with activity tag icon 2 per day. Since 

the scheduled/expected activity tag detection event occurred, then the user is presumed to have taken the 

15 once daily dose for perfect adherence to that once daily schedule. The user dashboard may also update to 

indicate a perfect adherence icon, such as the smile face 145 (FIG. 9E).  

[01341 In various other embodiments, the pill containers illustrated and described in FIGs. 1 -12B 

may be configured to include a Bluetooth or other wireless communication capability to provide an 

indication of overall pill box use and/or for each individual container use in a pill box. In such a 

20 Bluetooth enabled pill box / strip embodiment, each lid of a compartment 182/184 (FIG. 11) or 

compartment 186 (FIG. 12A) is adapted to trigger a Bluetooth sensor when the corresponding 

compartment is accessed. When the compartment is accessed (i.e., the lid on the container is opened) the 

system assumes that the user has taken the pill(s) or contents in that container. A data point (e.g., the 

identification of the Bluetooth element detected and the date/time of detection) is then transmitted via 

25 Bluetooth to a smartphone or other handheld electronic device. In an alternative example a compact 

motion sensor or accelerometer or other MEMS-based device may be used to also indicate motion, 

movement or user action to undertake a tract activity. Thereafter, the data point or plurality of data points 

are transmitted over the cellular network, via Wi-Fi or other suitable communication mode to a cloud 

based/API configured for use with the activity monitoring system. In still another alternative 

30 embodiment, reader 30, each box / drawer / container of a multiple day pill box may be configured with 

light-based indicator or an LED, for example. The light-based indicator or LED would flash when the 

contents associated with that container/LED are to be taken, when an action is taken or to indicate a 

degree of adherence. The activity schedule for the use of this embodiment would be established in a 

manner similar to those described herein. In one specific embodiment, one modification is that the 

35 machine readable element is a Bluetooth element either alone or part of a MEMS package on the 

compartment and the activity tag reader 30 is now the Bluetooth enabled smartphone or other suitable 

electronic device. Notifications, exceptions, reminders and other aspects of system use may be provided 
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as described herein to send email or text message to caregivers / interested parties in the event that the 

medication had not been taken by a certain pre-determined time.  

[01351 FIGs. 13A and 13B are top and bottom views respectively of a weekly once daily pill strip 

190 having a user selected activity tag. As best seen in FIG. 13A the pill strip 190 is partitioned by 

5 perforations 4 containing a pill 2 for each day of the week. As best seen in the bottom up view of FIG.  

13B, each pill 2/day of the week has a unique activity tag 10 (i.e., icons 16 are D1 - D7 on a square base 

12) associated with each pill 2. In use, the individual pill 2 is separated at the perforation 4 and then the 

single activity tag 10 for that pill (icons D1-D7) is detected to indicate that a user is taking one of or a 

specific pill 2. It is to be appreciated that the pill strip 190 may also include the same tag 10 on each 

10 perforated pill container 192 and each one scanned as indicated in the examples of FIGs. 11, 12A/12B for 

use of a single tag. The activity tag 10 is visible on the bottom of each perforated pill compartment 192 

as best seen in FIG. 13B. The activity tags 10 include a square shaped base and an icon that is the 

number D and a number 1 to 7. In use, the user would separate the pill compartment 192 with associated 

tag from the strip 190 using perforation 4. Then the specific activity tag for that pill 2 would be 

15 positioned such that the machine detectable element associated with this activity tag (i.e., D1-D7) is 

detected by or interacts with the activity tag reader 30 or scanner 36, depending upon the specific 

implementation of the activity monitoring system. The detection of the specific activity tag DI-D7 is 

associated with the action of taking the pill 2 contained in the designated perforated pill chamber 192.  

The dashboard would indicate the icon 4 and a filled in circle (i.e., FIG. 9C). Since this is a once a day 

20 regimen, for this day, the user would also have perfect adherence since there is only a single dose 

associated with activity tag per day. Since the scheduled/expected activity tag detection event occurred, 

then the user is presumed to have taken the once daily dose for perfect adherence to that once daily 

schedule. The user dashboard may also update to indicate a perfect adherence icon, such as the smile face 

145 (FIG. 9E).  

25 [01361 FIGs. 16A and 16B are side and top views respectively of a 15 dose, blister pack 210 

including a user selected activity tag affixed to an edge of the pack. As best seen in FIG. 16B the blister 

pack 210 is partitioned by perforations 4 into 15 individual doses of a pill 2. As best seen in the side view 

of FIG. 16A a single activity tag 10 (i.e., the icon L on a disc) associated with the pill 2 in the blister pack 

210. In use, the individual pill 2 is separated at the perforation 4 and then the single activity tag 10 for the 

30 blister pack 210 is detected to indicate that a user is taking one of a pill 2 associated with the blister pack 

210. It is to be appreciated that - like the pill strip 190 - the blister pack 210 may be configured to 

include unique or the same tag for each of the pills 2 within the blister pack 210. In the illustrated 

embodiment, the tag 10 is an example of an edge mounted activity tag. In this way the activity tag is 

positioned to the side of the blister pack 210 to reduce possible interference with reader/scanner from foil 

35 linings that are common to blister packs. Foil or other interfering materials that occur in containers that 

are being tracked may also be tracked by using a separate activity tag (i.e., one that is not attached to the 

container) but is placed on the detector when the tracked action occurs. This is similar to the additional 

tag used in the multiple person embodiment described below with regard to FIG. 24. In still another 
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aspect, the use of potentially interfering containers may be addressed by providing appropriate shielding 

for the tag/scanner 36 or body 32.  

[0137] As the previous examples illustrate, the activity monitoring system correlates the detection of 

a machine detectable element 14 within, attached to or associated with an activity tag 30 to a user action.  

5 As a result, it is important to the efficient and accurate operation of the monitoring system for a user to 

maintain the proper registration between an activity tag and a container, object or device associated with 

that activity tag. FIGs. 14 and 15 illustrate perspective views of pill bottles 200 having user selected 

activity tags 10 affixed to the bottle caps as shown. Given the similarity of many pill bottles, there is a 

possibility that the bottle cap may be placed on the incorrect bottle. However, once the activity tag is 

10 registered to the activity tracking system for a particular bottle, then detection of that activity tag is used 

as the proxy for the user taking the one or more of the pills in the bottle. In one embodiment, a sticker 

202 bearing a likeness to the icon of the correct activity tag may be applied to the bottle of the pill 

container 200. As shown in FIG. 14, a sticker 202 is used that contains the icon 1 to match that of icon I 

on the tag 10 on the cap. Similarly, as shown in FIG. 15, a sticker 202 is used that contains the icon 5 to 

15 match that of the icon 5 on the tag 10 on the cap.  

[0138] FIG. 14 also illustrates an embodiment of a prescription label 204 on the pill bottle 200. The 

prescription label 204 may include text as well as machine readable features 206. In the illustrative 

embodiment of FIG. 14 the machine readable feature is a bar code. Bar codes or other pre-existing 

machine readable features 206 may be used by the activity monitoring system so long as the feature 206 

20 is detectable by the system to provide a unique identification for tracking the associated container. In 

some optionally embodiments, the API/cloud or remote server is in communication with the source of the 

prescription information and a user may populate the activity tracking system is additional information 

associated with an activity tag. In other aspects, a user may use another device or smart phone or tablet to 

read the bar code or other machine readable data and then associate that information with an icon within 

25 the activity tracking and monitoring system.  

[0139] FIGs. 14 and 15 are perspective views of pill bottles with a user selected activity tag affixed 

to the lid. These views also illustrate how a lid affixed activity tag 10 may move from bottle to bottle as 

pills are consumed and refilled. In this way, the use of the activity tracking system may continue along 

with refilled prescriptions by simply using the lid with the activity tag associated to that prescription with 

30 the new refilled bottle.  

[0140] FIGs. 17A- 1 7C2 illustrate another alternative embodiment of ensuring that the proper bottle, 

cap and activity tag remain associated and used together. As shown in FIG. 17A illustrates front views of 

three medicine bottles 200 each having a pair of similarly machine coded user selected activity tags on a 

lid and the body of the bottle. The icons on each tag are also identical matched pairs. In this example the 

35 tags have A/A, B/B and C/C. The three bottles are registered in an activity monitoring system as 

described herein each with unique machine readable elements as well as user selected icons A, B and C.  

In this embodiment of ensuring that correct activity tag to bottle registration is maintained, matching 

activity tags are provided on the bottle and the cap as shown. In contrast to FIGs. 14 and 15 in which 
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only the icon is represented in sticker 202, the bottles 200 in FIG. 17A have activity tags on both the cap 

and the body positioned to both be read during a single interaction/detection with the reader/scanner 36 or 

the activity tag reader 30. FIG. 17B1 illustrates a bottle of FIG. 17A with an incorrect lid (lid A on bottle 

C) and an exemplary associated display warning as in FIG. 17B2. FIG. 17B1 illustrates a mixed 

5 bottle/cap situation with tag having icon A is on the bottle having tag icon C. When positioned near the 

reader and reminder unit 30 as shown in FIG. 17B2, the activity and monitoring system detects the two 

different tags (A and C) and not A as scheduled and shown in display 34. This user had configured the 

system to schedule icon A to correlate to 2 x 50 mg tables in the associated bottle. The schedule expected 

the machine readable element associated with icon A to be present at 0900. As a result, the display can 

10 update or the system may provide an appropriate warning to the user. The lower portion of the display 34 

in FIG. 17B2 has been updated to read "WRONG BOTTLE." FIG. 17C1 illustrates a bottle of FIG. 17A 

with a correct lid and bottle arrangement (lid A with bottle A) and an exemplary associated display as in 

FIG. 17C2. In the illustrative embodiment of FIG. 17C1 the bottle and cap both contain identical tags 10 

- here both have icon A and the corresponding similar machine readable element. Since the tags on the 

15 bottle and cap match, the display 34 in FIG. 17C2 indicates that the expected icon A was present 

according to the schedule. The lower portion of the display 34 is updated to read "RIGHT BOTTLE" as a 

result. Other warnings such as audible warnings or alarms may be used to indicate proper and improper 

bottle/cap combinations. Examples include messages such as check bottle, you got it, righto, bingo, 

bottle/cap match, try again, not matched, a check mark, an X mark, changing the color of the display to 

20 red, changing the color of the display to green or other different correct or error indicators as selected by 

the user.  

10141] As used herein, a dashboard is a representation provided by display 34 of the status, 

adherence, schedule or other characteristics of a one or more users of an activity tracking system. When 

the dashboard updates using an exemplary method 120 (FIG. 8) where the activity is taking a dose at a 

25 scheduled time, a user is provided with the icon for the activity along with a status indicator (FIGs. 18A

18D). Additionally, or optionally, a dashboard may also be updates to include an adherence indicator 

reflecting the adherence to schedule for one or more scheduled activities monitored by the activity 

monitoring system. Advantageously, embodiments of the activity tracking system use simple icons and 

system states to indicate the status (FIGs. 18A-1 8D) or adherence (FIG. 9E-9G) to schedules dose 

30 activities within the system. Activity status indicators as shown in the illustrative embodiments of FIGs.  

18A- 1 8D are use of icons used to indicate one of four possible states for an activity. An upcoming 

scheduled dose is upcoming or scheduled to occur in the future. This state is indicated by, for example, a 

clock within a circle 141 as shown in FIG. 18A. A dose that has been missed is indicated by an empty 

circle 142 as shown in FIG. 18B. A dose that has been completed is indicated by a fill-in circle 143 

35 shown in FIG. 18C. An additional dose taken that was not scheduled but has been completed is indicated 

by a circle with a cross 144 as shown in FIG. 18D. Adherence to the dose schedule is also indicated with 

simple status icons indicating one of three possible states. The three possible adherence states are (1) 

perfect adherence to schedule, (2) almost perfect adherence to schedule and (3) poor or lacking adherence 
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to schedule. FIG. 9E illustrates a happy face 145 for the perfect schedule adherence. FIG. 9F illustrates a 

sad face 146 for near perfect adherence. FIG. 9G illustrates a sad face 147 for poor or no adherence.  

[01421 Since there are some medications that are to be taken "with food" or "without food" or "with 

milk" or other requirements - there could also be a "FOOD" or "liquids" activity tag provided with the 

5 system. A user may swipe such a tag when he is or going to eat or drink (e.g., drank 8 oz. of water). The 

activity tracking system marks the food time/drink time. As described below with the machine readable 

patient state indicator 490, the system may also capture or collect or accept user input for a general self

perceived wellness indication. As a result, a user data set will include timing of the dose taken, when he 

ate or drank, along with an indication of wellness. Variations, correlations or other information drawn 

10 from the timing and meaning of those recorded events may be included in a review of activity and/or dose 

scheduling, adherence and wellness for the user. A user dose or activity schedule may then be modified 

based on one or more factors such as improving adherence or improving wellness.  

[01431 FIG. 19 is an exemplary user dashboard or display or indication by the activity tag reader 30, 

such as would appear in display 34 showing current status for four tracked activities indicated by icons 1, 

15 9, 12 and 15. In this specific example, a user is taking four different medications as indicated by the 

unique identifiers 1, 9, 12 and 15. The icons correspond to the definitions provided in FIGs. 18A-18D.  

In this example, each activity to take the pill (as indicated by icons 1, 9, 12 and 15) will occur 4 times in 

the case of the pill associated with icons 1, 9 and 15 and twice with the pills associated with icon 12. This 

dashboard indicates the user's status of all 4 icons as a proxy for the associated activities.  

20 10144] FIG. 20 is an illustration of a display indicating the adherence indication for several users of 

the monitoring system. This summary adherence for multiple users may be useful when an activity 

monitoring system as described herein is used with a number of users in a single location or under the 

care of a single caregiver. By virtue of the three states for activity adherence, a caregiver may quickly 

scan the display illustrated and determine that Alfred R and Mary Q are doing well at present with perfect 

25 adherence (i.e, smile 145). Similarly, while not perfect, Monty P. is likely doing well enough (i.e., side 

grin 146). The display makes it readily apparent to the care giver that of the four patients being 

monitored John L has non-adherence or poor adherence to his schedule (frown icon 147). At a glance, 

the caregiver knows to check on John L. first followed by Monty P. in other embodiments, different 

adherence indicators may be used such as symbols, icons, emoji, or emoticons to indicate at a glance 

30 adherence to scheduled activity.  

[0145] FIG. 21 is a screen shot of a display 34 indicating a multiple patient multiple day or multiple 

monitoring period view of adherence for four different patients.  

[0146] FIG. 22 is a method 300 for establishing an activity monitoring system adapted for use in 

tracking or scheduling a person's medicine regime. FIG. 23 illustrates various pill bottles that are plain 

35 (A, B and C), include text on a label (D) or include a pre-existing machine readable element such as a bar 

code (RxA and RxB) or an RFID element (RxC).. In some embodiments, pre-existing machine readable 

elements may contain information that can be read by the system. In other embodiments, the only aspect 

of the machine readable element that is used by the activity tracking system is a unique element ID. In 
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other embodiments, pre-existing machine readable elements such as printed barcodes on prescription 

labels are not used by the system and are ignored by the activity tag reader 30.  

[01471 Returning now to the method 300 of FIG. 22 that will be described with the exemplary 

patient situation found in FIG. 23. First, determine if there is a container with medicine to be tracked 

5 (step 305). In the case of FIG. 23, this user has 7 different containers or medicines to be tracked. At step 

310, determine whether there is a pre-existing machine detectable element 14 associated with the 

container.  

[01481 If there is a pre-existing machine detectable element 14 (Step 310 YES), step 315 is used to 

determine if the element is compatible with the activity tag reader 30 in the system. In the case of the 

10 bottles RxA, RxB and RxC it would be a matter of determining is the bar code or RFID is recognized or 

may be used by the system. In any event, if the results of steps 315 or 325 are NO, then proceed to step 

320 and attach a user selected activity tag to the container.  

[01491 If there is not pre-existing machine detectable element 14 (Step 310 NO), then proceed to 

step 320 and attach a user selected tag 10 as described above. FIG. 23 illustrates that the user has 5 

15 unique tags (tags 1-5) each with its own unique and user selected icon (icons 1-5). The tags are attached 

one per bottle - as needed - following the steps outlined in method 300.  

[01501 Next, after attaching a tag (step 320) or determining that a pre-existing tag is acceptable (step 

325 is YES), the user will associate the unique machine readable element within the activity tag for a 

specific bottle with the action of taking the medicine contained in the bottle. Each time that activity tag is 

20 detected by the activity tag reader, then the system will indicate that a pill or dose or unit of that bottle has 

been taken by the user.  

[01511 Thereafter, at step 335, the user may add additional information to associate with the 

bottle/activity tag combination. There are many different ways to add information into the activity 

monitoring system such as by uploading information from a personal record, a medical history, scan from 

25 smart phone or hand held device, manual input, look up table, access to a pharmacy database, access to a 

medical center database or other accessing a source of information available to the user to assist the user 

in complying with a medicine taking regime. If there is no additional information to add (step 335 NO) 

or when step 340 is completed by adding information, the user determines (step 350) if there is another 

activity to add, if so, returns to step 305. If the answer at step 350 is NO, there are no more activities to 

30 add then the process 300 ENDS.  

[01521 FIG. 24 is a chart illustrating an exemplary set up when multiple users are using a single 

activity monitoring system including the use of an individual tag used indicate a dose taken from a 

common source. In this example, the first user, Pam, has a medicine prescription (Rx) including 4 

medicines associated with icons (i.e., unique activity tags) P1, P2, P3 and P4. The second user, 

35 Lawrence, has a medicine prescription (Rx) including 4 different medicines associated with icons (i.e., 

unique activity tags) LI, L2, L3 and L4. Pam and Lawrence each tag common medicines 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

Common medicines include, for example, herbal medicines, over-the-counter medicines, vitamins or pain 

relievers and the like. Pam has a separately registered tag designated Pam tag as does Lawrence, 
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Lawrence tag. The separately registered tags are not associated with any particular bottle. These tags are 

used to indicate a system action taken by a specific registered user, in this example, Pam or Lawrence.  

[0153] In use, Pam and Lawrence will use the activity monitoring system as described above for 

their own individual activity tags P1-P4 and Li-L4 respectively. When a medicine is taken from an 

5 individual bottle, the tag for that bottle is positioned so as to be detected by the reader 30. The detected 

machine readable element within the registered tag is used to indicate that the action (taking the medicine 

in the bottle) was taken. When Pam or Lawrence is scheduled to take one of the common medicines 

(having tags 1, 2, 3 and 4) the common bottle tag and the separate tag (Pam or Lawrence) are each 

scanned when the medicine from the common bottle is taken.  

10 [0154] In the case of the patient specific bottles, PI-P4 for Pam and LI-L4 for Lawrence, each will 

swipe the bottle relative to the tag reader as scheduled and described above. Each action for these patient 

specific bottles is recorded against their specific activity tags. In the case of the common medications, the 

user will scan the common tag followed by their individual tag. For example, if Pam takes, she would 

scan the common to bottle tag and then the Pam tag. The system would then log that Pam took the 

15 common to dose at that particular scan time. In another example, Lawrence takes common 3, and would 

scan the common 3 bottle tag. Thereafter, he would scan the Lawrence tag. In this case system would log 

the Lawrence took the common 3 dose at the scan time 

[01551 Activity Tracking System Configured for Clinical Trial 

[0156] In one aspect any of the steps described below may also include having the user indicate 

20 wellness or other specified subjective information using the machine readable patient indicator 490. Use 

of the machine readable wellness indicator in conjunction with the steps of taking medication or other 

actions in the clinical trial would provide a better accuracy for the time lag between when the drug if 

taken (i.e., detection of machine element on drug bottle or other scan to indicate completion of dose) and 

subsequent scans of the machine readable patient wellness indicator 490. Such actions would provide 

25 increased accuracy for any time lag between medication consumption and the onset of any side-effect, if 

any. In one aspect, a user may be prompted to swipe the wellness indicator 490 at regular intervals after 

drug consumption in order to standardize data collection.  

[01571 Challenges exist in clinical trials relating to: 

-Confirming enrollment of participants, providing medications, scheduling routine for taking 

30 medications and participant follow up at intervals 

-Ensuring participant compliance with scheduled routine and prompt notification for variations in 

compliance and severity of non-compliance with trial protocol for a particular patient 

-Simple interface used by both trial participants and trial organizers 

-Tracking of other patient actions including other medications and timing of medications for 

35 insights into possible drug interactions or patient well-being monitoring 

[01581 Activity Monitoring System configuration for use in Clinical Trial Compliance and 

Monitoring 
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[01591 A. Set up trial groups and factor(s) explored in clinical trial. In this example, Test Drug is 

being evaluated for possible new Drug Interaction with potentially interfering drug B. (Pot interfering 

Drug B) to test timing intervals between doses at two time intervals (Time 1 & Time 2) 

Trial Group Description 

5 A Test Drug Only 

B. Test Drug + Pot interfering Drug B @ Time 1 

C. Test Drug + Pot interfering Drug B @ Time 2 

D. Sham group 1 takes placebo + Drug B @ Time 1 

E. Sham group 2 takes placebo + Drug B @ Time 2 

10 [0160] B. Load activity specific protocol for each of the trial groups A-E into activity tracking 

system containing Trail Group Specific activity tag.  

[0161] C. Enroll test subjects from each trial group into activity tracking system and then correlate 

test subject to specific dosing protocol according to Trial Group A, B, C, D, or E dosing regimen. Each 

test subject is identified in the system by test subject ID, trial group and activity tag identification.  

15 [0162] D. Deliver, ship or provide activity tracking system to each test subject. The reader/scanner 

is pre-loaded with activity tracking software or internet enabled specific enrollment for that subject for 

that clinical trial. Optionally, the system may also include all medications for the trial period or a specific 

segment decanted into containers labeled/registered for use in week 1, 2.. .etc.  

[01631 E. Test subject activates the activity tracking system at home, is trained online or visited by 

20 clinical trial or activity tracking system representative for "initial set up" and training. Note that there 

may be an additional processing decision loop to the clinical trial team if shipment received "Yes" but 

activation "No." In this case, there is a follow up call/contact with the test subject.  

[01641 F. As set out in the trial protocol, the test subject takes the appropriate medicine and 

interacts with the activity tracking system as described herein.  

25 [0165] G. Activity tracking system monitors test subject compliance according to Trial Group 

regime. Note inclusion of feedback if test subject regime timing pill + 'yes' but test subject indication of 

taking pill +'No'-+ call/contact test subject.  

[0166] H. Activity tracking system captures trial test subject health/mood/wellness/activity etc.  

indicators alongside drug dose timing data when entered by test subject (optional) 

30 [0167] I. Activity tracking system queries the test subject at a pre-determined interval or if 

exception occurs or at other times about general health, side effects or other indications particular to the 

clinical trial. Query may be timed to a particular trial group or period. For example, general health 

inquiry once week during trial period. In particular for testing interaction or sensitivity (i.e., taking 

medicine with or without food or with milk instead or water) a wellness query could be automatically 

35 generated at set intervals from last activity tag detection. In other configurations depending upon 

specifics of a clinic test, a test drug interaction for timing between dosing of different but potentially 

interfering or adverse side effects inducing drugs by prompting wellness at intervals 60 min., 90 min., 120 

min., or other timing to check interaction (optional).  
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[01681 J. (Optional) Within the context of a clinical trial monitor or as additional functionality 

provided to any of the activity systems described herein, an activity monitor user may also use the activity 

monitoring system for self-monitoring and potential mitigation of self-observed adverse reactions. For 

example, most medicines provide a range of time between does or when taken with another medication.  

5 In this instance, an activity tracking system user may use the activity tracking system along with self

reported wellness (i.e., using numeric scale or letter scale or emotion/expression face icon as in FIG. 25A

25F) to test and adjust different pill timing within prescribed ranges and record wellness, side effects or 

other symptom alleviation based on the particular pill/dose combinations or timing. Advantageously, an 

activity monitoring system user may monitor his activity and analyze activity data collected in an 

10 embodiment of an activity tracking system described herein to adapt or adjust particular dose timing in 

order to test different timing and compare the resulting sense of wellness/interactions/side effects (better 

or worse).  

[01691 In one aspect, embodiments of the activity monitoring system described herein may be 

adapted and configured to receive an input from a wellness indication or a pain indication device. The 

15 pain indication device indicates a user determined level of pain or wellness coupled to a unique machine 

readable element as described herein. The machine readable element is coded to the corresponding pain 

or wellness indicator so that when the element is detected the appropriate level of wellness or pain is 

recorded with a date and time of element detection at an appropriate scanner, such as an embodiment of 

an activity tag reader 30.  

20 101701 One exemplary universal pain scale includes six discreet pain levels. The pain levels are 

represented by a number, a short text description and a smiley face that varies in varying levels of smile / 

grimace depending on the level of pain. This exemplary pain scale is also known as the Wong Baker pain 

scale.  

101711 In one aspect a text descriptor, icon, or number alone or in any combination may be used to 

25 indicate a user's mood, mental state, wellness or other subjective characteristic to be tracked. A unique 

machine readable element 14 may be associated with each tracked subjective characteristic and tracked 

by the user with a reader 30 as described herein.  

[01721 Each one of the icons in FIGs. 25A-25F may be configured as an icon 16 (i.e., color plus 

expression or imoji or emoticon) on a disc-shaped base 12 containing a unique machine detectable 

30 element 14. FIGs. 25A-25F illustrate icons representative each of the six different levels on an exemplary 

pain scale. Optionally or additionally, FIGs. 25A-25F also illustrate activity tags with icons for each level 

and machine elements 14 coded to be recognized by reader 30 for each level. Such uses are possible in all 

of the various embodiments of the machine readable patient state indicator 490 described herein.  

[0173] FIG. 25A illustrates an exemplary icon 16 or tag coded for a pain level 0 "no hurt" face on a 

35 green colored background. FIG. 25B illustrates an exemplary icon 16 or tag coded for a pain level 2 

"hurts little bit" face on a lime colored background. FIG. 25C illustrates an exemplary icon 16 or tag 

coded for a pain level 4 "hurts little more" face on a blue colored background. FIG. 25D illustrates an 

exemplary icon 16 or tag coded for a pain level 6 "hurts even more" face on a yellow colored 
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background. FIG. 25E illustrates an exemplary icon 16 or tag coded for a pain level 8 "hurts whole lot" 

face on a pink colored background. FIG. 25F illustrates an exemplary icon 16 or tag coded for a pain 

level 10 "hurts worst" face on a red colored background.  

[0174] FIGs. 26A-26C illustrate an isometric view of different icons alone or configured as user 

5 selected activity tags for a machine readable patient state indicator 490. In this particular embodiment, 

the patient state indicator is a cube having different subjective patient states indicated on each or some of 

the faces. While illustrated as a cube, the patient state indicator may take on other shapes to have more or 

fewer faces to align with the desired number of subjective patient states or activities to be indicated. In a 

specific embodiment of FIGs. 26A-26C a patient state indicator 490 has been configured as a pain cube or 

10 pain dice embodiment. The icon for each side of the cube relates to one of a different pain level. In this 

embodiment, the pain levels are those illustrated and described in FIGs. 25A-25F, others may be used in 

different embodiments or to suit a specific user configuration. Each icon is associated with a unique 

machine readable element as described herein. As with previously described embodiments, there is also 

an adhesive base and machine readable element included on each base. The base and element may be 

15 separate elements or made as a single combined element. The patient state indicator may be configured 

whereby the patient state to be registered by the tag reader is face up or face down when the patient state 

indicator is past relative to the scanner. Machine readable element 14 associated with each indicated state 

is appropriately positioned depending upon the desired reader state used in a particular patient state 

indicator embodiment.  

20 [0175] In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 26A the level 8 pain icon is visible on the top face and 

two other icons are visible on the other two visible faces. FIG. 26B illustrate the machine readable 

patient state indicator 490 of FIG. 26A where the "level 0" face is on the upper surface and FIG. 26C 

illustrates the "level 6" face on the upper surface.  

[01761 In one embodiment, an RFID sticker is attached to each face of a small cube (about 1.5" 

25 square face). In one aspect, conventional commercial adhesive labels are printed to include the six pain 

level faces, numbers and text. The printed pain face labels are attached to the RFID stickers each of 

which is encoded for the corresponding pain level - first sticker = 0, second sticker = 2, third sticker = 6, 

etc. There are six pain levels and each one is associated with a single face of the die. Other pain scales 

with more or fewer level icons may be used along with those icons and machine readable elements 

30 attached to each unique face of a multisided object corresponding to the number of unique pain levels.  

[01771 Exemplary machine readable patient state indicator 490 configured for a Pain Dice Use Case 

[0178] Each morning or at any time, a user of the activity monitoring system described herein 

presents the face of the pain dice that represents his current feeling of wellness to the scanner. The 

scanner records only the sticker of the face that is presented to it. The date and time that the sticker is 

35 read is recorded when the tag is detected. The action of presenting the appropriate face of the pain cube 

to the scanner then forms a historic record of the patient's level of pain / wellness. Thereafter, a user log, 

report, screen shot, dashboard or other update may include the scanned pain or wellness indication.  
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[0179] In one alternative configuration, the activity monitoring system or PillDrill system alert 

system detailed above may be modified to include notifications (e.g., text / voicemail /email / or in app 

alert) to a caregiver upon each scan of machine readable patient state indicator 490 or a user pain dice or 

wellness indicator. Providing detection occurrence of a unique face of the machine readable patient state 

5 indicator 490 allows the caregiver to know in real time the current self-reported state of wellness of the 

patient. Advantageously, this is of particular benefit in the context of a "fragile" patient. The addition of 

self-reported pain/wellness provides additional peace of mind to the caregiver over and above the earlier 

stated advantages of reporting/knowing that a user/patient has taken scheduled medications.  

[0180] In yet another advantageous configuration, the machine readable patient state indicator 490 

10 enables a very simple way for the patient to communicate his state of wellness to their caregiver. A user 

or patient need only position the relevant face of the machine readable patient state indicator 490 within 

range of the scanner or reader. This is particularly important in the context of the often complex 

psychological / emotional relationship that exists between patient and caregiver. Oftentimes, there is 

latent guilt in the patient that the caregiver is burdened by the patient's sub-optimal state and the patient's 

15 need to be monitored. Patients often feel obliged to pro-actively communicate their status to their 

caregiver but traditional means of doing so (e.g. telephone, email, text, etc.), often require significant time 

investment and effort on the part of the patient. The ease of use by the machine readable patient state 

indicator 490 profoundly changes that dynamic by requiring only a simple scan or wave of the dice in 

relation to the system scanner or reader. The caregiver instantly knows that the patient's self-reported 

20 wellness.  

[01811 Wellness or mood may be provided by any of a number of different configurations of the 

patient state indicator 490. In contrast or addition to the pain scale (FIGs. 25A - 26C), optional 

alternative patient states are illustrated in FIGs. 39 and 40. FIG. 39 illustrates an embodiment of a 

machine readable patient state indicator 490 using a number scale and simple facial expressions. FIG. 40 

25 illustrates another embodiment of a machine readable patient state indicator 490 using text and one or 

more dots or bumps or other tactile elements. In the embodiment of FIG. 40, the patient state indicator 

490 uses text descriptors such as OK, GREAT, FINE, GOOD or even expressions selected by the patient 

to indicate patient state. Also shown in the embodiment of FIG. 40, are a series of dots that correspond to 

the text descriptor. The dots also provide for a scale level to convert the text descriptor to a numerical 

30 value to aid in tracking wellness. Optionally, the series of dots shown in FIG. 40 may also be tactile or 

braille characters to enable use by visually impaired or blind users. Additionally or optionally, the 

characters of the text or portions of an image may be raised or textured for tactile perception to similarly 

aid in the use of the patient indicator 490 by visually impaired or blind users.  

[01821 An added benefit of machine readable patient wellness indicator 490 is the added scanning 

35 activity by use of the indicator 490 also indicates that the user is still mobile and has not fallen or is 

otherwise incapacitated. In still another advantage, the regular use of the machine readable patient state 

indicator 490 will provide both the patient and the caregiver a more granular view on the patient's 

wellness.  
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[0183] Another additional benefit or advantage of an embodiment of the machine readable patient 

state indicator 490 is the correlation / trigger tracking. In one aspect, capturing a series of time stamped 

data points around how one is feeling (i.e., self-reported wellness) may also prove useful in the context of 

discerning triggers or correlation between actions and wellness. Since the activity monitoring system or 

5 PillDrill system allows one to track any physical action - e.g., eating a meal or snack, morning exercises, 

caffeine consumption, or other activity to be tracked to name a few - over time the recorded activities may 

also be correlate tracked actions with machine readable patient state indicator 490 records. One or more 

detected correlation patterns may provide information used to determine triggers or other factors useful in 

the care of the patient. One example would be an adverse reaction to certain medications. Consider an 

10 example where a patient self-reported wellness is plotted over a thirty day period. Alongside the self

reported wellness is the activity tracking information of one or more medicines. Analysis of these two 

data sets may reveal that within a certain period of time of taking a certain medication the patient 

recorded a machine readable patient state indicator 490 reading that was meaningfully worse than the 

user's typical reading. In still other aspects, a similar pattern matching could also identify actions (rather 

15 than medications) that caused meaningful changes in the patient's wellbeing. By way of example, if a 

patient records better machine readable patient state indicator 490 wellness on the days when he meditates 

or exercises than on days when they do not, then the wellness indication correlation may be used to 

reinforce the behaviors that lead to increased wellness. In a similar way, the recorded wellness indication 

may also be used to avoid those activities or combinations of activities that lead to lower wellness scores.  

20 [01841 In still other aspects the concept of using an analog device to digitally record information 

about a user's wellness as exemplified by the machine readable patient state indicator 490 concept 

described above can be extended to the recordation of additional user information such as activity, 

duration of an activity, or other state or indication of being rather than just general wellness. In one 

aspect, a multiple sided device is provided where a user defined sticker is printed or provided alone for 

25 application along with a unique machine identifiable element or in combination with a unique machine 

identifiable element that corresponds to the activity or other indication that the user would like to have 

recorded along with other activity or dose information described herein. In one specific example, the user 

multiple sided block could be a symptom block or dice. The sides of the uniquely identifiable machine 

readable conditions may include, for example, one or more of cough, congestion, headache, fever, chills, 

30 diarrhea, sore throat, aches or exhaustion, for example, as a set of states of being when is suffering from a 

cold or flu. Other different states may be provided on a different symptom dice or block based on a 

different set of user states selected to correspond to a particular disease or disorder that a patient is 

suffering. In still another aspect, there may be a condition or symptom dice or multiple sided block that is 

keyed to a post-surgical recovery. In one example, a user who has undergone ajoint replacement may 

35 indicate when cold therapy or physical therapy has been performed along with an indication of stiffness 

or swelling or pain relative to the joint or procedure.  

[0185] In still another aspect, an embodiment of the activity or dose scheduling system described 

herein may be modified to permit a caregiver to respond to a notification from the system as described 
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herein. Alternatively, the system may also allow a caregiver to send a notification within an app or within 

a website or mobile version of the activity or dose tracking system.  

[01861 In one aspect, a version of the activity monitoring and tracking system is adapted and 

configured to provide a feedback loop closure between the user and the caregiver by permitting for easy 

5 confirmation or acknowledgement of an action (such as taking dose, scanning a wellness or symptom 

dice) from within an app or website or by replying or responding to an update or other report generated as 

described herein. In this way, when the patient scans for an action or wellness or symptom or activity 

indication, they may then be affirmed by the response from the caregiver who may provide 

encouragement or express sympathy, depending on the circumstances. By closing the loop on 

10 notification and caregiver feedback the user is provided a timely reward/acknowledgement from the 

caregiver (i.e., causing the immediate dopamine reward by closing the feedback loop on the indication, 

symptom, wellness or activity dice scanning process). It is believed that such action and reward behavior 

would give the user a better chance of the activity or dose monitoring system use to become a sticky 

habit.  

15 [01871 Additionally or alternatively, an embodiment of a PillDrill app (i.e., an app designed to 

implement one or more of the above described activity or dose monitoring and reminding systems) is 

adapted and configured to enable a caregiver, with one tap, to acknowledge / respond to the scan from the 

wellness, activity, symptom or other indication dice or block. In one aspect, there is provided a set of 

icons in the app for this purpose. Any of a wide variety of pre-defined or user selected icons may be 

20 used, for example, a "thumbs up" symbol when the patient has declared himself feeling well, a "question 

mark" when the caregiver is unsure how to interpret the reading, or a "telephone" symbol to indicate the 

patient to call the caregiver. In particular with the machine readable patient state indicator 490, an 

additional benefit is that the user is removed from the stigma of feeling "I didn't want to bother you" 

burden that is often harbored by the patient with respect to the caregiver's busy life. As a result of ease of 

25 use for a caregiver to respond to a user indicated scan of wellness, activity, condition or symptom, a 

caregiver tapping any of the provided icons / symbols in the app in response to a condition scan would 

immediately send such symbol to the screen of the PillDrill device for viewing by the patient. In still 

further aspects, the app is adapted and configured to include additional actions / symbols / comments that 

can be triggered by the caregiver from the app that will also appear in real time on the PillDrill device for 

30 viewing by the patient. In one simple example, there is a feature enabling the re-sending of on-device 

medication reminders by the caregiver based on a missed dosage alert received by the caregiver.  

[01881 FIGs. 27-40 provide various views and details of an exemplary user activity tracking system 

400, FIG. 27 is a perspective view of a tracking system 400 having an activity tag reader 30, a tray 430 

containing seven machine readable containers 405 and a machine readable patient wellness indicator 490.  

35 In one embodiment, a user activity tracking system 400 includes an activity tag reader 30 a tray 430 

including a number of receivers 402 adapted and configured to receive a corresponding number of 

uniquely identified containers 405. Each one of the containers 405 includes a unique activity tag 10.  

Optionally, a machine readable user state indicator 490 is also provided.  
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[0189] The activity tag reader 30 illustrated in FIG. 27 is configured similar to other tag readers 

described herein. In this embodiment of the activity tag reader 30 there is an oblong body 32 that 

includes a display 34 on a top angled surface. The display 34 has an oval shape and is flanked on either 

side by the scanner 36 and the user interaction buttons 432, 434 and 436. A tag scanner 36 is provided on 

5 the right-hand side of the device. A scanner icon for 60 is provided to indicate the location where a user 

may position an activity tag to enable the activity tag to be scanned by the tag reader 30. A bezel 470 

surrounds the user interaction buttons 432, 434, 436 the display 34 and the scanner 36 and forms of upper 

boundary of the activity tag reader 30. In operation, the bezel may be lighted, flash or provide other 

visual indications that correspond to the operation of or warnings or feedback provided by the activity 

10 monitoring system. In some embodiments, the lighted operation of the bezel corresponds to a sound 

emitted from speaker contained within the activity tag reader 30. The lights and sounds emitted by the 

activity tag reader 30 may correspond to any of the above disclosed operating features, warnings, 

reminders or adherence and compliance features described herein.  

[01901 Additional details of a machine readable container 405 shown in FIG. 27 may be appreciated 

15 with reference to the various views illustrated in FIGs. 28, 29, 30, and 31. FIG. 28 is a perspective view 

of a machine readable container 405. FIG. 29 is a bottom-up view of the machine readable container 405 

of FIG. 28. FIG. 30 is an exploded view of a machine readable container 405 of FIG. 28 showing the 

relative positions of a lid 405, a body 12 and a base 420. FIG. 31 is a perspective view of the machine 

readable container 405 with the lid 406 in the open position. The container 405 includes a hollow 

20 cylindrical base 12. A lid 406 closes off the interior of the base 12. The lid 406 includes a raised portion 

406a used to open the lid and expose the interior. The raised portion 406a is positioned relative to 

machine readable container 405 is shown in the open condition in FIG. 31. As best seen in the exploded 

view of FIG. 30 the lid 406 includes a pair of pins 408 sized for a friction fit into suitably sized recesses 

412 in the interior of the container body. The raised portion 406a sized and positioned relative to the pin 

25 408 to provide for an easy to operate snap open hinge.  

[01911 The unique activity tag 14 associated with the machine readable container 405 is located in 

the base 420 is best seen in the exploded view of FIG. 30. The bottom view of FIG. 29 shows an 

embodiment of an icon 16 indicating the position of the machine readable element 14. Scanning icon 

illustrated in FIG. 29 identifies the location of the portion of the container 405 that is to be positioned 

30 adjacent to the scanner 36 of the activity tag reader 30 in order for the container to be read by the activity 

tracking system.  

[0192] FIGs. 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 illustrate various views of a tray 430 configured for use with the 

machine readable container 405. FIG. 32 is a perspective view of the tray 430 having a plurality of 

sockets 402 sized to hold a container 405. In this illustrated embodiment there are seven sockets 402 

35 configured for one week of daily pill activity tracking. A strap 432 is provided along the length of the 

container tray 430 held in place by a snap closure 434 a, b. FIGs. 35 and 36 illustrate the use of a strap to 

secure the plurality of machine readable containers within the tray. As best seen in FIG. 35, the snap 

closure 434b is released from snap closure 434a the strap 432 is extended. Thereafter, the strap 432 is 
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placed within the recess 438 at each end of the tray 430 and across the lid 406 of each of the machine 

readable containers 405 within the tray 430. (FIG. 36). The container or 05 height and dimensions of lid 

406 are adapted and configured for cooperation with the strap and recesses or 38 of tray 430. In this 

configuration, the snap closure 434 a, b is closed with strap 432 securing the containers 405 in place 

5 within sockets 402 of tray 430. The strap extends from one end of the tray through a recess, across the lid 

of each container, another recess and is then secured back to the end of the tray.  

[01931 FIG. 34 is a perspective view of a tray 430 loaded with seven machine readable containers 

405 with one machine readable container (i.e., with icon Wel) removed from its socket 402. In one 

aspect, the tray 430 and the plural sockets 402 are provided simply as a convenient container for holding 

10 machine readable containers 405. In an alternative embodiment, the tray 430 may be configured to 

include a detector or an indicator within each socket 402 used to detect removal, placement, 

removal/replacement or correct placement of a machine readable container 405. Additionally, the tray 

430 may include a processor or controller adapted and configured to detect the operation of the socket 

indicators and to provide wired or wireless communication of the operation of the socket detectors to the 

15 activity tag reader 30. In this way the tray 430 may also provide an additional check for example of 

missing container or if the container was removed but a corresponding swipe was not captured by the 

activity tag reader 30 then the system may provide an alarm, reminder or other indication as described 

herein.  

[01941 The tray 430 also includes a cooperative attachment component 436 that extends along the 

20 lateral sides. The cooperative attachment component 436 may be used to couple together two, three or 

more trays 430. FIGs. 37 and 38 illustrate two trays 430 joined using adjacent complementary elements 

or 36 with empty sockets 402 (FIG. 37) and sockets containing machine readable containers 405 (FIG.  

38). The operation of a pair of cooperative attachment components 436 may include any of a wide 

variety of releasable coupling techniques such as snap fit, friction fit, dovetail, Velcro (i.e., hook and 

25 loop) with sufficient strength to maintain the adjacent relative position of the trays 430. FIG. 38 illustrates 

a perspective view of a pair of coupled trays 430. One tray 430 is loaded with containers 405 for use on a 

first daily dose (i.e., icons Mol, Tul, Wel, Thl, Frl, Sal, Sul) and the other tray 430 loaded with 

containers 405 for use in a second daily dose (i.e., icons Mo2, Tu2, We2, Th2, Fr2, Sa2, Su2).  

[0195] Although the description above contains many details, these should not be construed as 

30 limiting the scope of the invention but as merely providing illustrations of some of the presently preferred 

embodiments of this invention. Therefore, it will be appreciated that the scope of the present invention 

fully encompasses other embodiments which may become obvious to those skilled in the art, and that the 

scope of the present invention is accordingly to be limited by nothing other than the appended claims, in 

which reference to an element in the singular is not intended to mean "one and only one" unless explicitly 

35 so stated, but rather "one or more." 
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CLAIMS 

We claim: 

1. An activity tag reader, comprising: 

a housing; 

5 a display on the surface of the housing; 

a scanner within the housing adapted and configured to detect and machine readable element 

position in proximity to the portion of the housing containing the scanner; and 

a computer within the housing in communication with the scanner and the display including 

computer readable instructions to change the display in response to a detection of the 

10 machine readable element by the scanner.  

2. The activity tag reader of claim 1 further comprising an icon on the surface of the housing to 

indicate the position of the scanner.  

3. The activity tag reader of claim 1 further comprising a plurality of user interaction buttons on a 

surface of the housing.  

15 4. The activity tag reader of claim 1 wherein the scanner is positioned within the housing on one 

side of the display and a plurality of user interaction buttons are positioned within the housing on the 

opposite side of the display.  

5. The activity tag reader of claim I further comprising a bezel around a portion of the surface of the 

housing containing the display.  

20 6. The activity tag reader of claim 1 further comprising a bezel around the perimeter of the housing 

wherein the display, the user interaction buttons and the scanner are within the perimeter.  

7. The activity tag reader of claim 5 or claim 6 wherein the bezel is adapted and configured to 

change colors in response to instructions from the computer.  

8. The activity tag reader of claim 1 wherein the computer readable instructions include computer 

25 readable instructions for displaying a unique icon on the display for each one of a predetermined number 

of states based on an interaction of a unique machine readable element with the scanner.  

9. The activity tag reader of claim 1 wherein the computer readable instructions include computer 

readable instructions for displaying a unique icon on the display for each one of four predetermined status 

states of a user activity.  

30 10. The activity tag reader of claim 9 wherein the four predetermined status states of a user activity 

are a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted future activity, an incomplete scheduled activity and 

an additional unscheduled activity.  

11. The activity tag reader of claim 10 wherein the four predetermined status states of a user activity 

are associated with the user activity of the user taking one or more pills.  

35 12. The activity tag reader of claims 5-11 wherein the bezel changes colors in response to instructions 

from the computer as a result of an interaction between a machine readable element and the scanner.  

13. The activity tag reader of any of the above claims wherein the machine readable element contains 

less than 8 bits of data.  
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14. The activity tag reader of any of the above claims wherein the machine readable element contains 

about I bit of data.  

15. The activity tag reader of any of the above claims wherein the machine readable element contains 

only data used to associate the machine readable element with a user selected activity tag.  

5 16. The activity tag reader of any of the above claims wherein the machine readable element contains 

only data used to associate the machine readable element with a user selected icon.  

17. The activity tag reader of any of the above claims wherein the bezel changes color or the activity 

tag reader emits a sound when the scanner interacts with a machine readable element.  

18. The activity tag reader of claim 17 wherein the bezel changes color to a unique color selected to 

10 identify with a preselected user activity status.  

19. The activity tag reader of claim 17 wherein the sound emitted by the activity tag reader changes 

sounds to a unique sound selected to identify with a preselected user activity status.  

20. The activity tag reader of claims 18 or 19 wherein a preselected user activity status is one or more 

of an indication of wellness, completion of an activity, or degree of adherence to a schedule of activities.  

15 21. A machine readable patient state indicator, comprising: 

a multisided structure having at least 3 sides; 

a machine readable element attached to each side of the multisided structure; and 

an icon attached to each side of the multisided structure, wherein each icon uniquely identifies a 

patient state.  

20 22. The machine readable patient state indicator of claim 21 wherein the multisided structure has six 

sides and each icon corresponds to a unique pain scale indication.  

23. The machine readable patient state indicator of claim 21 wherein each icon uniquely identifies a 

state of wellness.  

24. The activity tag reader of any of claims 1-20 wherein when the scanner detects the machine 

25 readable patient state indicator of claim 21 the display, the bezel or the sound emitted by the activity tag 

reader uniquely identifies a particular side of the multisided structure presented to the scanner indicative 

of the patient state.  

25. A method for tracking the activity of a user, comprising: 

Passing a unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner; 

30 identifying a user activity corresponding to the unique machine readable element; and 

displaying an icon of one of a predetermined number of activity states in a display based on a 

comparison of the time that the identifying was performed compared to a scheduled time for 

a user activity associated with the unique machine readable element.  

26. The method of claim 25 wherein the unique machine readable element is part of a user selected 

35 activity tag affixed to the lid of a pill bottle.  

27. The method of claim 25 wherein the predetermined number of activity states is four and the icon 

displayed corresponds to one of a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted future activity, an 

incomplete scheduled activity, and an additional unscheduled activity.  
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28. The method of claim 27 wherein each predetermined activity state includes a specific indication 

by a light or a sound.  

29. A method for tracking a scheduled activity of a user, comprising: 

Passing a unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner and recording a time stamp; 

5 Identifying a schedule of user activity corresponding to the unique machine readable element; and 

Displaying an icon of one of four predetermined activity state indicators in a display based on a 

comparison of the schedule of user activity to the time stamp.  

30. The method of claim 29 wherein the passing of a unique machine readable element is completed 

by passing the lid of a pill bottle past the scanner.  

10 31. The method of claim 29 wherein the unique machine readable element is part of a user selected 

activity tag.  

32. The method of claim 29 wherein the four predetermined activity states are a scheduled activity is 

completed, a scheduled activity is late or missed, an unscheduled activity is completed and a remaining 

uncompleted scheduled future activity.  

15 33. The method of claim 32 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is completed when the comparison of the 

schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an activity associated with that machine 

readable element was completed.  

34. The method of claim 32 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

20 predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is late or missed when the comparison of the 

schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an activity associated with that machine 

readable element is not detected or was detected beyond the scheduled time.  

35. The method of claim 32 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of an unscheduled activity is completed when the comparison of the 

25 schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that the scan of the tag is recognized but does not 

correspond to any scheduled activity.  

36. The method of claim 32 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of an uncompleted scheduled future activity.  

37. An electronic activity tag reader, comprising: 

30 A housing having an electronic display and a scanner; 

a computer readable memory containing a first patient specific activity associated with a unique 

machine readable element and a schedule for performing the first patient specific activity; 

control electronics within the housing in electronic communication with the electronic display 

and the scanner containing computer readable instructions responsive to the computer 

35 readable memory and an output of the scanner indicating the detection of the unique machine 

readable element for reminding a user of an upcoming performance of the first patient 

specific activity, for tracking the completion of a scheduled performance of the first patient 

specific activity, or for alerting a user or a caregiver of non-performance of a first patient 
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specific activity and generating an output for presentation on the electronic display 

corresponding to the reminding, the alerting or the tracking; and 

a communication module to provide wired or wireless access to the control electronics.  

38. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 37 wherein computer readable instructions for 

5 generating an output for presentation on the electronic display corresponding to the reminding, the 

alerting or the tracking and an electronic device is also provided using the communications module to an 

electronic device separate from the electronic activity tag reader.  

39. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 38 wherein the electronic device separate from the 

electronic activity tag reader is a local server.  

10 40. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 38 wherein the electronic device separate from the 

electronic activity tag reader is a cloud based server.  

41. The electronic activity tag reader of any of claims 37 through 40 wherein the electronic device 

separate from the electronic activity tag reader is a smart phone, a tablet or a smart watch.  

42. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 37 wherein computer readable instructions for 

15 generating an output for presentation on the electronic display corresponding to the reminding, the 

alerting or the tracking further comprises instructions for determining one of three adherence states 

related to whether the scanner detects the machine readable element in accordance with the scheduled 

performance of the first patient specific activity.  

43. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 42 wherein the three adherence states are perfect 

20 adherence to the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity schedules activity, near 

perfect adherence to the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity and non-performance 

of the scheduled performance of the first patient specific activity.  

44. The electronic activity tag reader of claim 37-43 wherein the computer readable instructions 

include providing an electronic notification to a user or a caregiver of the activity state or the adherence 

25 state.  

45. A method for tracking the activity of a user, comprising: 

Passing a unique machine readable element in relation to a scanner; 

identifying a user activity corresponding to the unique machine readable element; 

displaying an icon of one of four predetermined number of activity states in a display based on a 

30 comparison of the time that the identifying was performed compared to a scheduled time for 

a user activity associated with the unique machine readable element; and 

providing an alert corresponding to the selected predetermined activity state.  

46. The method of claim 45 wherein the unique machine readable element is part of a user selected 

activity tag affixed to the lid of a pill bottle.  

35 47. The method of claim 45 wherein the four predetermined number of activity states correspond to 

one of a completed scheduled activity, an uncompleted future activity, an incomplete scheduled activity, 

and an additional unscheduled activity.  
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48. The method of claims 45-47 wherein each predetermined activity state includes a specific 

indication by a light or a sound.  

49. The method of claim 45 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is completed when the comparison of the 

5 schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an activity associated with that machine 

readable element was completed.  

50. The method of claim 45 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of a scheduled activity is late or missed when the comparison of the 

schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that an activity associated with that machine 

10 readable element is not detected or was detected beyond the scheduled time.  

51. The method of claim 45 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of an unscheduled activity is completed when the comparison of the 

schedule of user activity to the time stamp determines that the scan of the tag is recognized but does not 

correspond to any scheduled activity.  

15 52. The method of claim 45 further comprising displaying on the display the icon for the 

predetermined activity state indicator of an uncompleted scheduled future activity.  

53. Method of any of claims 45-52 wherein the providing an alert step sends an electronic message to 

a caregiver reporting the current activity state.  

54. The method of claim 53 wherein the providing an alert step sends an electronic message to a 

20 caregiver reporting the adherence level of the user activity.  

55. A device as in any of the above claims wherein an electronic display in communication with the 

electronic activity tag reader provides an icon associated with a user defined scheduled activity and an 

activity indicator icon indicating one of four predetermined activity states or indicating one of three 

adherence level states for the user defined scheduled activity.  

25 56. The device of claim 55 wherein the electronic display is the electronic display in the housing of 

the electronic tag reader or the electronic display is on an electronic device in communication with the 

electronic activity tag reader via a communications module in the electronic activity tag reader.  

57. The device of 56 wherein the electronic device in communication with the electronic activity tag 

reader via a communications module in the electronic activity tag reader is a smart phone, a tablet or a 

30 smart watch.  

58. A method as in any of the above claims further comprising providing an alert to a caregiver by 

sending an electronic communication to the caregiver via instant messaging, email, in app notification, 

SMS messaging or text messaging including an indication of any of a scheduled activity, degree of 

adherence to scheduled activity, exceptions to scheduled activity or indication of specific medication 

35 consumption.  

59. The method of any of the above claims further comprising using the machine readable patient 

state indicator of claims 21-23 at a pre-defined time interval, when scanning an activity tag or after 

performing a pre-defined action.  
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60. The method of claim 59 wherein the pre-defined time interval on the pre-defined action is related 

to the participation of the activity tracking system user in a clinical trial.  
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